IN THE MATTER of the Resource Management
Act 1991
AND
IN THE MATTER of Proposed Plan Changes 143, 144 and 145
to the Whangarei District Plan.
RIGHT OF REPLY – COUNCIL CONSULTING REPORTING PLANNERS, DAVID BADHAM AND BRIAR
BELGRAVE
MAY IT PLEASE THE COMMITTEE:
Introduction
1.

This is Part 7 of the Right of Reply (ROR) report. This part should be read in conjunction with the other
Parts 1 – 11. This ROR has been prepared by Briar Belgrave and David Badham from Barker &
Associates on behalf of the Whangarei District Council (WDC) in response to matters raised at the
hearing for Proposed Plan Changes 143, 144 and 145 (PC143, PC144 and PC145) to the WDC
Operative District Plan (WDP).

2.

Our Statements of Qualifications and Experience are provided in Part 7 of the section 42A Hearing
Report (s42A). The opinions expressed in this ROR, are based on our qualifications and experience,
and are within our area of expertise. If we rely on the evidence or opinions of another, our evidence will
acknowledge that.

3.

For transparency, we highlight that B&A has provided planning advice and made submissions, further
submissions and in some cases prepared evidence for a number of private clients including Northpower
Limited, Southpark Corporation Limited, the University of Auckland, Commercial Centres Limited,
Foodstuffs North Island Limited, Bunnings Limited and Peter Hill. We reiterate that none of the
submissions, further submissions or evidence that Barker & Associates have made on behalf of our
private clients relate to the matters that we have covered with regard to the Part 7 s42A or this ROR for
WDC. Therefore, we do not consider that there is any conflict of interest in relation to our involvement
with our work for WDC on the plan changes.

4.

We note that as part of the s42A Report amendments were recommended to the PC143, PC144 and
PC145 zone names in accordance with the National Planning Standards (the Standards) as follows:
Notified Zone Name
Airport Zone (SPA)
Port Zone (SPPO)
Hospital Zone (SPH)

S42A Recommended Zone name
Airport Zone (AIRPZ)
Port Zone (PORTZ)
Hospital Zone (HOSZ)
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5.

To avoid confusion, this ROR will refer to the zones based on their s42A recommended zone names.

6.

Attached to this ROR are:
•

Attachment 1: Right of Reply Recommended AIRPZ Track Change Chapter

•

Attachment 2: Right of Reply Recommended PORTZ Track Change Chapter

•

Attachment 3: Right of Reply Recommended HOSZ Track Change Chapter

•

Attachment 4: Whangarei Airport Statement (prepared by Mike Chubb)

•

Attachment 5: Brad Coombs Hospital Statement

•

Attachment 6: Appendix 11 – Daylight Angles of the Operative District Plan

•

Attachment 7: Brad Coombs Port Statement

Matters raised during the hearing
7.

During the hearing, several questions and points of clarification were raised by the Hearing Panel that
were not responded to during the hearing. We address those matters within this statement along with
any other matters that we consider requires a response rather than providing an exhaustive response
to every matter raised in submissions, expert evidence or in the hearing by submitters.

8.

This ROR is broken into three main sections, relating to the Airport, Hospital and Port. For more
substantial matters that we consider require discussion and reasoning, these are addressed in the body
of this statement. Less significant matters are generally addressed in a table following that section. With
respect to the matters not addressed within this ROR, no substantively new material or evidence is
before us (beyond what was included in the original submissions) that prompts us to provide additional
comment or revise our original recommendations.

9.

Any changes that we recommend as a result of the ROR are highlighted in green in the revised track
change version of the plan change provisions which are included as Attachments 1 – 3. Proposed
changes previously recommended in the s42A report are still indicated with strikethroughs representing
recommended deletions and underlined writing representing recommended additions.

10.

Key submissions addressed in the ROR include:
Submitter
Marsden Maritime Holdings Limited (MMH)
Northland District Heath Board (NDHB)
Northport Limited (Northport)
Stephen Westgate
Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board

Submission #
259
206
132
196
173

AIRPORT (Author – Mr Badham)
11.

With regard to the Airport, there is only one matter relating to noise and the application of the Outer
Control Boundary that I discuss in this ROR.

12.

The response to this matter is supported by:
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a. A further statement from WDC’s consultant Acoustic Engineer – Jon Styles dated 31
January 2020 in Attachment 6 of the Part 1 ROR.
b. Formal comment from Mike Chubb, Whangarei Airport Manager dated 14 January 2020 in
Attachment 4.
Noise – Application of the Outer Control Boundary
13.

Noise was addressed in Topic b in paragraphs 33 – 41 of the s42A Report.

14.

Four submitters made submissions requesting the reassessment of the Outer Control Boundary on
proposed Resource Areas Map 76R. Mr Stephen Westgate presented evidence in relation to these
submissions.

15.

A question of scope regarding these submissions was raised by the Commissioners during the hearing.
This was addressed by Ms Shaw in paragraph 9 – 12 of her Third Supplementary legal submissions
dated 4 December 2019. I rely on Ms Shaw’s legal opinion and therefore consider that there is scope
for the requests.

16.

There is one matter that I wish to clarify. At point 2 of his evidence, Mr Westgate outlines the definitions
of the Air Noise Boundary (ANB), Outer Control Boundary (OCB) and Air Noise Margin (ANM) in the
operative Whangarei District Plan. In paragraph 37 of the s42A report, I discuss these definitions in the
round rather than specifically listing these definitions. For clarity, I confirm that the definitions referred
to by Mr Westgate are correct and Planning Map 46R included in Figure 1A of his evidence correctly
shows these areas.

17.

As outlined by Mr Styles and myself in the hearing, I accept that Mr Westgate’s evidence makes some
compelling points. In particular I agree that the OCB should encompass no more land than is necessary
to provide for current and future airport operations. I also agree that, where possible, the imposition of
unnecessary consenting costs on neighbouring properties should be avoided.

18.

In my opinion, the key issue with regard to this matter is the future projections for the Airport’s operations.
Mr Westgate’s evidence and the figures that he refers to paint a picture of an airport experiencing
declining flight numbers which could justify the reduction of the OCB.

19.

Since the hearing I have made direct contact with representatives from the Whangarei Airport to confirm
whether Mr Westgate’s figures and conclusions regarding the decline of airport operations are accurate.
In response, a statement from Airport Manager – Mike Chubb dated 14 January 2020 is attached in
Attachment 4 which paints a different picture. Mr Chubb’s statement and the facts and figures
referenced within it demonstrate that flight and passenger numbers are increasing and are forecast to
increase further in the future. Furthermore, other indicators, such as recreational flying, the terminal
upgrade and demand for Hangar space further support a conclusion of increased growth in aircraft
movements and passenger numbers over the next ten ears.

20.

Mr Styles has also assessed the evidence from Mr Westgate and the statement from Mr Chubb. In his
statement dated 31 January 2020 see Attachment 6 of the Part 1 ROR he has stated the following:
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“Although Mr Chubb’s analysis is not a technical acoustic assessment, he does make it clear
that the operations and noise emissions from the airport are lik ely to increase over time, rather
than stay static or decline. Without a technical acoustic assessment to show the location of
the OCB based on Mr Chubb’s advice, it is not possible to determine whether the OCB should
be adjusted. However, based on the advice of Mr Chubb it seems clear that the noise
emissions from the airport will grow over time. That growth may be accommodated by the
current OCB.
In the absence of any technical acoustical assessment to determine whether the current OCB
will accommodate the growth in airport activity by a small margin or a large margin, I remain
of the view that the OCB should not be changed at this stage.”
21.

Overall, I maintain the position in the s42A report that there is insufficient information to support t he
submissions. The statement from Mr Chubb demonstrates a trend of increasing growth and demand in
flight and passenger numbers. This is further supported by the comments of Mr Styles above. In my
opinion, any assessment of the boundaries would need to take into account current and future
projections for the Airport. Furthermore, I consider that any consideration of the ANB, OCB and ANM
would need to holistically review the entirety of the boundaries, and not just the isolated area near the
submitters’ properties. Given the uncertainty regarding the long-term future location of the Whangarei
Airport, I consider that any review of the boundaries would be more logically undertaken when there is
more certainty. On this basis, I recommend that the Commissioners reject these submission points.

PORT (Author – Ms Belgrave)
22.

With regard to the Port, I address the following matters within this statement:
a. Port Noise
b. Height Limits – Cranes
c. Plant Nursery
d. Commercial Activities
e. Industrial Activities
f.

Rural Production Activities

g. Waste Management Facilities
h. Seafarers Mission
23.

The response to these matters is supported by:
a. Legal submissions from Sarah Shaw dated 4 December 2019.
b. A statement from WDC’s consultant Noise expert, Jon Styles dated 31 January 2020 – see
Attachment 6 of the Part 1 ROR.
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c. A statement from WDC’s consultant Landscape Architect, Brad Coombs, dated 21 January
2020 – see Attachment 7.
Port Noise
24.

Port noise was addressed in Topic s in paragraphs 150 – 155 of the s42A Report.

25.

Northport originally made a request to introduce new noise provisions under the Port Noise Standard
NZA 6809:1999 which was heard at the hearing. Northport’s submission also confirmed that they are in
the early stages of planned expansions of the Port, to provide for anticipated freight demand, to secure
the long-term future growth for the region, and to support Auckland’s growth. The changes requested
essentially propose to:
a. Map inner and outer noise control boundaries.
b. Introduce day and night-time noise rules which would be applicable to the inner and outer
control boundaries.
c. Introduce a requirement for noise protection for new buildings containing noise sensitive
activities between the inner and outer control boundaries.
d. Introduce a requirement for a Port Noise Management Plan.
e. Introduce a requirement for Northport to offer noise mitigation for existing dwellings between
the inner and outer control boundaries where monitored noise levels exceed 55 dB Ldn(5day).

26.

A question of scope regarding Northport’s noise submission requests was raised during the hearing.
This was addressed by Ms Shaw in paragraph 5 – 8 of her Third Supplementary legal submission dated
4 December 2019. I rely on Ms Shaw’s legal opinion.

27.

For all new provisions proposed, a section 32 assessment needs to be completed. In my opinion,
Northport’s submission and evidence does not provide enough detail to be justified under section 32.
No assessment or consideration of the costs and benefits of the novel submission made by Northport
has been provided in order to justify the requests made and to ensure it will achieve the most efficient
and effective outcome. In his statement dated 31 January 2020 (see Attachment 6 of the Part 1 ROR),
Mr Styles also shared the opinion that a proper assessment had not been completed by Northport. Mr
Styles states that he considers that the costs of the land use restrictions inside the outer control
boundary have not been adequately assessed, particularly for private developers seeking to build new
houses or additions to existing houses that would be required to introduce acoustic insulation measures.
In addition, the financial cost of extra insultation measures and the certification from an acoustic expert
for each dwelling as required by the rules sought has not been quantified or assessed by Northport.

28.

Mr Styles acknowledges that he agrees in principle with the relief sought by Northport in their original
submission and subsequently provided a list of further information that was required (as summarised in
the s42A) to be provided by Northport in order to be able to support the requested changes. While a
significant amount of new information was provided by Marshall Day Acoustics on behalf of Northport
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at the hearing, Mr Styles remains of the view that the information provided is still insufficient for the
purpose of assessing the effects of the requested changes and the implementation of the Port Noise
Management Area and noise control boundaries.
29.

At the hearing Mr Styles advised the panel that section 6.4.7 of NZS 6809:1999 requires a local authority
to consider whether the boundaries would be a “reasonable basis for future land use planning” taking
into account:
a. The impacts, including economic, social, health and safety of port operations on surrounding
land use;
b. National, regional and local development, and national and international transportation
requirements;
c. The effects of port noise on the health and amenity values of any affected community
d. The potential limitation of port operations if new noise-sensitive land uses are allowed to
become established within areas where the effects of port noise might be adverse;
e. The effect of noise limits on existing port operators’ and ship owners’ flexibility to meet
demands for services in a commercially and economically viable way;
f.

The costs and benefits of land use restrictions, based on the inner control boundary,
compared to other options which would achieve the same objective of managing the adverse
effects of port noise;

g. Any other relevant consideration.
30.

In Mr Styles opinion, matters (c) and (f) above have not been assessed by Northport and further detail
on those points is provided in his statement in Attachment 6 of the Part 1 ROR.

31.

For the reasons outlined in Mr Styles statement, he considers that the acoustic assessment prepared
by Marshall Day Acoustics is incomplete, and that the effects on people must be addressed and
understood in detail before they can be weighed against the other factors driving the need for the
controls. Mr Styles concludes that the adverse noise effects and change in lifestyle for many residents
will be significant and therefore a more detailed and informed analysis, including a robust s32
assessment is required from Northport. In addition, a number of improvements to the proposed rules
would be required to ensure that they are clear, certain and enforceable for all stakeholders.

32.

I rely on the opinion of Mr Styles and therefore consider there to be insufficient information and
assessment provided by Northport to accept the noise changes request for the Port. On this basis, I
recommend the Commissioners reject this submission.

Height Limits – Cranes
33.

Height Limits are addressed in the s42A report paragraphs 98 – 105.

34.

During the hearing I clarified that the 85m height limit is intended to be the maximum permitted
operational height of the cranes.
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35.

Northport has requested an increase in the permitted height limit for cranes in the Port Zone from 85m
to 110m within Port Management Area A. Mr Hood’s evidence at paragraphs 14 – 24 sets out the
reasons for requesting the increase in the permitted height limit within the Port Management Area A is
that cranes within the Ports of Auckland Ltd (POAL) container port area have a working boom height of
just below 85 metres and an extended boom height of just below 110m.

36.

My primary concern with the requested height limit is the potential adverse effects the crane structures
could have on the wider visual landscape setting and cultural values in the area. Additionally, in my
opinion Northport’s primary submission and subsequent evidence from Mr Hood demonstrate that there
is no operational requirement for cranes at the Port to have a permitted height greater than 85m
currently. The 85m height proposed in the notified chapter provides the Port with the height limits
necessary to operate the current crane infrastructure required and being used in order to continue to
support port operations and activities. Mr Hood confirmed this during the hearing where he noted that
there is no operational requirement or current need for cranes with a height greater than 85m and this
is only something they may need if the port expands in the future and further reclamations are required
and was more about setting the tone for the future.

37.

WDC have engaged Mr Brad Coombs to review Northport’s submission and the evidence put forward
by Mr Hood. A statement from Mr Coombs dated 21 January 2020 is attached at Attachment 7. Mr
Coombs considers that based on observations from site visits around the Port Zone, POAL and Ports
of Tauranga, the visual effects of crane types, scale and structures can have adverse visual effects on
the wider landscape setting particularly when a number of structures are incorporated and viewed as a
group, or in a line, as is typical. Mr Coombs states that in his opinion if container cranes of the type and
scale as those that are at the POAL and PoT sites are to be incorporated into the Northport site, then
they could potentially have adverse visual effects on the local and cultural landscape of Whangārei
Terenga Paraoa. For that reason, I consider that a consenting process for cranes and structures of this
scale to be appropriate in this location.

38.

Mr Coombs confirms that the maximum permitted 85m height limit as notified within the Port Zone (Port
Operations Area A) is appropriate, however recommends that a restricted discretionary activity status
for buildings and structures beyond 85m should be applied instead of the notified discretionary activity
status where compliance cannot be achieved. Matters of discretion could be limited to the visual effects
on Takahiwai marae and kainga and other identified cultural sites, the location of the
buildings/structures, the number of buildings/structures and the arrangement of the buildings/structures.

39.

I rely on the expert evidence of Mr Coombs. In my opinion, amending the activity status in PORTZ-R5
from discretionary to restricted discretionary for crane heights as Mr Coombs recommends will provide
an easier consenting pathway for Northport and provide greater certainty as to the matters that must be
addressed and considered if and when cranes of a greater height may be sought in the future. I agree
with the change and consider it to be logical. I consider that a discretionary activity status however is
appropriate to continue to be applied to the other parts of PORTZ-R5 where a wide range of
consideration is needed and no question regarding the default activity status was raised.
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40.

On the basis of the above, I recommend that the Commissioners reject the original submission, however
make consequential amendments to the height limit rule in the PORTZ chapter in accordance with Mr
Coombs recommendations as outlined in Attachment 2.

Plant Nursery
41.

Plant nurseries were addressed in topic t in paragraphs 156 – 159 of the s42A report.

42.

Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board (Patuharakeke) originally made a request regarding plant nurseries
being enabled as a permitted activity within the Port Zone. Ms Chetham presented evidence at the
hearing on behalf of Patuharakeke addressing this matter (see section 4.2 of Ms Chetham’s primary
statement of evidence).

43.

In my opinion, the information presented by Ms Chetham has not provided sufficient clarity over exactly
what Patuharakeke want to do or what the nursery would actually be in terms of how it will operate and
function. In light of this, it remains unclear how plant nurseries within the Port Zone would be defined
and/or classified. It is not clear whether the nursery would fall under a commercial, community or rural
production activity based on Patuharakeke’s intentions.

44.

My position has not changed based on Ms Chetham’s evidence. It is my view that it is not appropriate
to allow for a plant nursery as a permitted activity nor to provide a purpose-built rule in the POTRZ
chapter to enable plant nurseries. Overall, I maintain the position in the s42A report, which in summary
outlined that if there is a desire to establish a plant nursery within the Port Zone, this should have to go
through the consenting process. On this basis, I recommend that the Commissioners reject this
submission point.

45.

If the Commissioners decide that a plant nursery should be allowed in the Port Zone, this could be
achieved through a specific rule enabling plant nurseries to establish, however I do not agree with this
approach.

Commercial Activities
46.

Commercial activities were addressed in topic p in paragraphs 135 – 139 of the s42A report.

47.

Marsden Maritime Holdings (MMH) originally requested that commercial activities, specifically where
located within 80m of Marsden Bay Drive, be permitted in the Port Zone. Mr Keogh on behalf of MMH
addressed commercial activities at paragraphs 10 – 19 of his statement of primary evidence. Ms
Chetham’s evidence at section 4.1 on behalf of Patuharakeke supported Mr Keogh’s submission of
permitting commercial activities within the Port Zone.

48.

A question of scope was raised with regards to Mr Keogh’s evidence which sought a rezoning of land
within the Port Zone as an alternative if commercial activities were not to be permitted as this request
was not raised in the original submission from MMH. This was addressed by Ms Shaw in paragraph 47
– 48 of her legal submission dated 21 November 2019. I rely on Ms Shaw’s legal opinion and therefore
consider there is no scope to consider a rezoning to enable commercial activities within the Port Zone.

49.

I disagree with the evidence and relief sought by MMH and Patuharakeke as requested by Mr Keogh
and Ms Chetham respectively. In my opinion, there has been insufficient justification to support why the
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land within the specially zoned Port area is needed for commercial activities. Overall, I maintain the
position in the s42A Report which outlined that:
a. The Port is a special purpose zone required by the National Planning Standards for the
specific purpose of enabling and providing for the Port and port specific activities.
b. A non-complying activity status as notified for commercial activities in my opinion protects
the land specifically zoned for the Port and ensures that Port operations and activities will
remain viable in the future by safeguarding the land. This is becoming increasingly important
given the recent discussions about the future growth and expansion of the Port and the
potential shift of the Port of Auckland to Whangarei.
c. There are other zones which are for the specific purpose of providing for commercial
activities where they are generally anticipated and appropriate to be located. There are
areas within very close proximity to the Port which provide for commercial activities. In my
opinion, providing for commercial activities through the middle of the Port Zone would
fragment the Port Zone.
d. Allowing for commercial activities within the Port Zone is inconsistent with the policy direction
and intent of the zone and could potentially compromise future port activities, particularly as
the port grows and expands. No economic assessment has been provided by MMH
considering the potential implication on other local commercial centres by allowing for
commercial activities to be permitted within the Port Zone.
50.

The information provided by Mr Keogh and Ms Chetham did not change my opinion and my s42A report
recommendation remains. On this basis, I recommend that the Commissioners reject these submission
points.

Industrial Activities
51.

Industrial activities were addressed in topic q in paragraphs 141 - 144 of the s42A report.

52.

MMH originally requested that industrial activities be permitted in the Port Zone. Mr Keogh on behalf of
MMH addressed industrial activities at paragraphs 20 – 23 of his statement of primary evidence.

53.

In my opinion, a permitted activity status for industrial activities is not appropriate. I acknowledge that
industrial activities lend themselves to the Port Zone and given the surrounding industrial zoning there
will be natural transition between the port and industrial activities. I recognise that there may be a
functional and practical need for industrial activities to be located within the Port zone, where they
support or are ancillary to port activities and do not compromise the land for future port operations.
However, it is my view that these are factors which should be considered and addressed through the
consenting process in order to ensure there are no adverse effects on current and future Port operations
and activities.

54.

Overall, I maintain the position in the s42A report which outlined that a restricted discretionary activity
status is the most appropriate approach to dealing with industrial activities. This activity status will
provide protection for the Port Zone, while enabling a case by case assessment to be completed for
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industrial activities wishing to establish within the zone in terms of their compatibility with port operations
and activities, potential effects on the Port and the Port remaining viable.

55.

The evidence provided by Mr Keogh did not change my opinion and the s42A recommendation stands.
On this basis, I recommend that the Commissioners reject this submission point.

Rural Production Activities
56.

Rural production activities were addressed in topic r in paragraphs 145 - 149 of the s42A report.

57.

MMH originally requested that rural production activities be permitted in the Port Zone. Mr Keogh on
behalf of MMH addressed rural production activities at paragraphs 24 - 27 of his statement of primary
evidence.

58.

In my opinion, it is inconsistent with the policy direction and purpose of the P ort Zone to enable rural
production activities to be permitted. There are other zones , for example, the Rural Production Zone
which specifically cater for rural production activities in appropriate locations. If some small -scale grazing
is taking place on land within the Port Zone currently as I understand it is, this would continue to have
existing use rights and could continue as is.

59.

In addition, I note that the definition of rural production activities is as follows:
‘use of land and buildings for farming, intensive livestock, farm quarrying, season activities
and plantation forestry’.

60.

In my opinion, activities which would be able to establish and occur within the Port Zone if rural
production activities were permitted would not be appropriate and could lead to adverse and long-term
effects on Port operations and the viability of the Port in the future as it grows and expands. Examples
of this include activities such as farm quarrying or plantation forestry which could significantly impact the
Port and have long term consequences for Port operations should they need that land in the future.
Rural production in my opinion is not an interim use as the evidence of Mr Keogh suggests, with many
activities captured by the definition being long-term land uses and activities.

61.

Overall, I maintain the position in the s42A Report. On this basis, I recommend that the Commissioners
reject this submission point.
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Submitter

Northport Limited
132.2 and 132.7

Northport Limited
132.6

Right of Reply for PC144: Port Zone (s42A Part 7, Section B) – Author: Ms Belgrave
Summary of Submitter
Reporting Officer Recommendation (Ms Belgrave)
Recommendation
Information/Evidence
Waste Management Facilities (Author: Briar Belgrave)
The submitter clarified that Northport has a legal The information provided sufficient clarity to confirm that waste Accept
obligation to provide waste management management facilities need to be permitted in order to facilitate
facilities for quarantine purposes within the required port activities.
operational Port and therefore the activity needs
to be permitted within the Port Zone.
I recommend amendments to the definition of ‘port activities’
to ensure waste management is permitted as detailed in
Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the ROR.
Seafarers Mission (Author: Briar Belgrave)
The submitter continues to seek the seafarers Mr Hood noted that the seafarers mission is not a priority issue for Reject
mission being provided for as a permitted Northport at paragraphs 10 – 11 of his primary statement of
activity (PORTZ-R10) in the Port Zone.
evidence. Under the notified rule framework for the Port Zone, the
seafarers mission is a restricted discretionary activity recognising
that the current operation would be able to continue to operate
under existing use rights. My opinion outlined in the s42A report
stands and in my view in the instance that this facility is expanded
or relocated, it should be considered against the policy framework
of the PORTZ. The consenting process provides an opportunity
to ensure such sensitive development is appropriately located
within the zone, minimising reverse sensitivity effects and
ensuring that the future operation and potential expansion of the
Port is not compromised.
I do not agree with Mr Hoods evidence that under section 94 of
the RMA, consent would have to be granted because there are
no affected parties beyond Northport and MMH themselves.
Depending on where the seafarers mission could be located in
the future, it could be adjoining/adjacent to the refinery and close
to residential areas.
I rely on the s42A report in paragraphs 109 – 114, from which my
position has not changed. On this basis, I recommend the
Commissioners reject this submission.
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HOSPITAL (Author – Mr Badham)
62.

With regard to the Hospital, I address the following matters within this statement:
a. Transport
b. Building height
c. Height in relation to boundary
d. Landscaping
e. Building setbacks
f.

Activity status

g. Flooding
h. Noise

63.

The response to these mattes is supported by:
a. A further statement from WDC’s consultant Traffic Engineer, Don McKenzie dated 20
January 2020 in Attachment 5 of the Part 1 ROR.
b. A statement from WDC’s consultant Landscape Architect, Brad Coombs, dated 28 January
2020 in Attachment 5.

64.

The key submitter for the Hospital plan change is the Northland District Health Board (NDHB). Expert
evidence was presented from the following experts on behalf of NDHB:
a. Planning – Ian Martin McAlley:
i. Statement of Primary Evidence dated 7 November 2019
ii. Summary Statement and Supplementary Evidence dated 5 December 2019
iii. Further Supplementary Evidence dated 10 December 2019
b. Noise – Jon Robert Styles:
i. Statement of Primary Evidence dated 6 November 2019
c. Transport – Janette Tainia Underwood:
i. Statement of Primary Evidence dated 7 November 2019
ii. Supplementary Evidence dated 5 December 2019
iii. Further Supplementary Evidence dated 10 December 2019
d. Landscape – Simon John Cocker:
i. Statement of Primary Evidence dated 7 November 2019.
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ii. Supplementary Evidence dated 5 December 2019.
iii. Statement of Evidence Commenting on Controls for Built Form and Landscape
Mitigation Planting dated 10 December 2019.
Transport
65.

Transport was addressed in topic r paragraphs 243 – 246 of the s42A.

66.

New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) originally made a request regarding a new transport policy and
restricted discretionary activity rule specific to the future development of the Hospital. NDHB opposed
this request. I recommended that this request be rejected as at the time of the drafting of the s42A
report, no detail was provided by NZTA as to what they were exactly requesting.

67.

In contrast to the above, NDHB had made a submission seeking that the Hospital Zone be exempt from
the Integrated Transport Assessment provisions in TRA-R15 and TRA-R16 of the Transport Chapter.
NZTA opposed this request. This was addressed in topic o of the Part 9 s42A by Mr Burgoyne.

68.

Since the hearing and throughout the hearing process, NZTA and NDHB have been meeting to negotiate
an agreed position on the above contrasting positions. Following the hearing on 6 December 2019, this
included discussions with Mr McKenzie and Mr Burgoyne on behalf of WDC.

69.

As outlined in the hearing, NZTA and NDHB have largely reached agreement on bespoke rules to be
applied to the Hospital Zone. The largely agreed wording is included in Attachment 1 of Mr McAlley’s
further statement of evidence. The same version is attached to Appendix A of the second memorandum
of NZTA’s legal counsel. In summary this includes:
a. A controlled activity rule for new or modified vehicle crossings to West End Ave or where
Hospital staff numbers reach or exceed 2,930.
b. A restricted discretionary activity rule for where total Hospital staff numbers reach or exceed
3,060 or in increments of at least 100 beyond that.
c. Information requirement HOSZ-REQ1 for resource consents pursuant to the controlled
activity rule which requires an Integrated Transport Assessment be provided with
specifications of what must be provided within it.
d. Information requirement HOSZ-REQ2 for resource consents pursuant to the restricted
discretionary activity rule with a similar requirement for an Integrated Transport Assessment
along with specification of what must be provided within it.

70.

The only area of disagreement between NZTA and NDHB relates to the inclusion of an assessment of
effects on the State Highway 14/ Hospital intersection as part of the Controlled Activity assessment of
future development effects. The wording where disagreement exists in HOSZ-REQ1(g) is:
“1(g) an assessment of the peak hour performance (within any 24 hour period) of the State
Highway14 / Hospital Road intersection.”
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71.

NZTA support the inclusion of this matter for the reasons outlined in the second legal submissions.
NDHB oppose the inclusion of this matter for the reasons outlined in Mr McAlley’s evidence.

72.

My position on the requested transport rules and associated information requirements is as follows:
a. I agree in principle that bespoke provisions for the hospital are appropriate for the reasons
outlined by NDHB and NZTA and as agreed by Mr Burgoyne and Mr McKenzie.
b. I rely on the evidence of Ms Underwood (on behalf of NDHB), Mr Collins and Mr Elliot (on
behalf of NZTA) and Mr McKenzie (on behalf of WDC) regarding the appropriate triggers and
thresholds for the requested rule. There is agreement between all traffic experts regarding
the appropriateness of the rule.
c. I agree with Mr Burgoyne regarding the appropriateness of the wording of the rule and the
changes that he has recommended in addition to the specific wording outlined by NDHB and
NZTA. In particular I support:
i. The rewording of the consenting triggers in both rules as outlined by Mr Burgoyne.
In my opinion, these changes do not change the intent or outcome of the rule, but
rather provide a clearer rule than the wording outlined by NDHB and NZTA. More
specifically, I support the inclusion of “or changes in Hospital staff numbers” in the
controlled activity and restricted discretionary activity rules. While I accept that any
significant increase in hospital staff numbers is likely to be caused by a new building
activity or development, there is also a possibility that Hospital staff numbers could
change without such an activity and potentially trigger the requirement for an
integrated transport assessment. In my opinion this change is appropriate as it is the
agreed total Hospital staff number that is the key trigger rather than only a specific
building activity or development.
ii. The inclusion of an additional matter in both information requirements HOSZ-REQ1
and HOSZ-REQ2 for “a description of measures that will be put in place to mitigate
against the effects of the construction process where construction work is required. ”
In my opinion, it is appropriate that mitigation measures during construction are
considered in any integrated transport assessment submitted pursuant to the
recommended rules.
iii. The addition of “(but is not limited to)” in each of the information requirements
HOSZ-REQ1 and HOSZ-REQ2. This wording is appropriate in my opinion to clarify
that the list of matters that an integrated transport assessment must address is not
exhaustive and that other relevant matters can be assessed.
d. I agree that the Hospital Chapter is the logical place for this rule to be included rather than
the Transport Chapter. I do not consider that a specific transport / traffic objective and policy
is necessary within the Hospital Chapter as the Transport Chapter has provisions that
provide the necessary policy basis for the establishment of the rule. As a District Wide
Chapter, these provisions would be applicable to the consideration of any resource consent
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under the recommended rules. To ensure that this connection is not missed by general plan
users, I recommend the addition of a note in both the controlled activity and restricted
discretionary activity rules stating “any application under this rule will require assessment
against the District Wide objectives and policies within the Transport Chapter.”
e. I do not support Mr McAlley’s position regarding the exclusion of HOSZ-REQ1(g) on behalf
of NDHB. In my view, the provision should be included for the reasons outlined in the legal
submissions and evidence presented by NZTA and the response from Mr McKenzie. I agree
with Mr McKenzie that the peak hour performance of this intersection is a key matter when
considering the application of the requested rule. To not include this matter would not, in my
opinion, adequately address the traffic effects of a potential expansion of the hospital which
is the intention of the requested rule.

73.

On the basis of the above, I recommend that the Commissioners accept in part the original submission
from NZTA and recommend the inclusion of new controlled activity and restricted discretionary rules in
HOSZ-R-New3 and HOSZ-R-New4 and new information requirements in HOSZ-REQ1 and REQ2 as
outlined in Attachment 3.

Building height

74.

Building height was addressed in topic i paragraphs 208 – 211 of the s42A.

75.

NDHB’s original request was to amend HOSZ-R9 to allow a maximum height of 32m, except that over
25% of the site the maximum height is 50m. NDHB still seek this change, but also seek two additional
controls on height at West End Avenue and Maunu Road / State Highway 14. These are specifically
outlined in paragraph 6.3 of Mr McAlley’s Further Supplementary Statement.

76.

My primary concern with the original request was a lack of assessment from a suitably qualified and
experienced landscape architect to assess the effects that the increased height limit could have on the
surrounding environment.

77.

In response to this concern, NDHB engaged Mr Simon Cocker who provided this assessment within his
aforementioned statements of evidence. In short, Mr Cocker has assessed the revised provisions
outlined in Mr McAlley’s evidence and concludes that they are appropriate from his perspective.

78.

WDC have engaged Mr Brad Coombs to peer review Mr Cocker’s work and the revised provisions put
forward by NDHB. A statement from Mr Coombs dated 28 January 2020 is attached at Attachment 5.
Mr Coombs supports the request for a higher height limit over 25% of the site and the two additional
controls on height at West End Avenue and Maunu Road in HOSZ-R9. I have reworded this slightly from
how it was presented in Mr McAlley’s statement of evidence. These changes do not, in my opinion,
change the intent or outcome of the rule, but rather make them consistent with the how the rule is
currently structured in the Hospital Zone Chapter.

79.

I rely on the evidence of Mr Coombs and Mr Cocker. It appears that they have reached a level of
agreement on the provisions relating to height.
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80.

On the basis of the above, I recommend that the Commissioners accept in part the relevant submission
points and recommend the amendment of HOSZ-R9 as outlined in Attachment 3.

Height in relation to boundary
81.

Building height in relation to boundary was originally addressed in topic j paragraphs 212 – 216 of the
s42A.

82.

There is one matter that I wish to clarify. During the hearing on 6 December 2019 I was asked questions
by the Commissioners on how height in relation to boundary controls were measured in the Operative
District Plan compared to the proposed Hospital provisions. For clarity, I provide a response to this
below.

83.

The Whangarei Hospital is currently zoned Living 1 Environment under the Operative Whangarei District
Plan. Building height in relation to boundary is controlled within this Environment through Rule 36.4.9
(Daylight Angles) which refers to Appendix 11 for the method for calculating the applicable daylight angle
– a copy of Appendix 11 is included in Attachment 6. This appendix highlights that under the operative
provisions, daylight angles are calculated three metres above the boundary of the site depending on the
orientation of the boundary concerned. At the eastern and western boundaries the angle is 45°, with 55°
at the northern boundary and 35° at the southern boundary. Where these angles are infringed by
buildings, a restricted discretionary resource consent is required.

84.

HOSZ-R10 of the s42A recommended provisions provide the applicable control for the Hospital Zone.
The measurement is only applicable at any Residential or Open Space and Recreation Zone boundary,
and there is no longer a difference in terms of the orientation of the boundary concerned.

85.

NDHB’s original submission on HOSZ-R10 sought the addition of an additional clause stating that the
height in relation to boundary control should be measured at the opposite end of West End Avenue.
Further NDHB sought that no height in relation to boundary control should be measured from the
common boundary of the Hospital Zone and Hospital Road or Maunu Road.

86.

In my response to this request in paragraph 214 of the s42A I highlighted HPW -R6 which clarifies the
application of zones in relation to public roads. Crucially, this rule states:
“Where a different zone applies on either side of the road, railway or river, then the zoning
will apply to the centreline of the road, railway or river.”

87.

Maunu Road is adjoined by the Hospital Zone to the south and General Residential Zone to the north.
Likewise, West End Avenue is adjoined by the Hospital Zone to the west and General Residential Zone
to the east. Recommended HOSZ-R10 specifies that the height in relation to boundary calculation is
taken at “any residential or Open Space and Recreation Zone boundary.” Therefore, pursuant to HPWR6, the height in relation to boundary calculations under HOSZ-R10 at the West End Avenue and Maunu
Road boundaries will be measured at the centreline of the roads.

88.

The latest request from the NDHB with regard to HOSZ-R10 is contained in section 5 of Mr McAlley’s
Further Supplementary Evidence. Given that the height in relation to boundary is measured at the
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centreline of the roads as I have outlined above, Mr McAlley confirms in paragraph 5.7 that NDHB’s
request for a different measurement location at West End Avenue is no longer necessary.

89.

As outlined in paragraph 5.10 by Mr McAlley, the request now solely relates to the application of a 55°
angle at the boundary of the Hospital Zone at Maunu Road. Mr Coombs has considered this request
and the evidence of Mr Cocker, and for the reasons outlined in point 8 of his statement Attachment 5,
has agreed that this change to HOSZ-R10 is appropriate. I have reworded this slightly from how it was
presented in Mr McAlley’s statement of evidence. These changes do not, in my opinion, change the
intent or outcome of the rule, but rather make them consistent with the how the rule is currently structured
in the Hospital Zone Chapter.

90.

I rely on the expert evidence of Mr Coombs and Mr Cocker. It appears that they have reached a level of
agreement on the provisions relating to height in relation to boundary at Maunu Road.

91.

On the basis of the above, I recommend that the Commissioners accept in part the relevant submission
points and recommend the amendment of HOSZ-R9 as outlined in Attachment 3.

Landscaping

92.

No request regarding a landscaping provision was initially made in the submissions from NDHB.

93.

However, during the course of discussions between Mr Coombs and Mr Cocker, it became apparent
that additional landscaping requirements are necessary along the West End Avenue / Hospital Zone
boundary to assist with breaking up the views of any new buildings from the adjacent Residential Zone.
On this basis, Mr McAlley outlined wording for a new landscaping rule in paragraph 8.2 of his evidence.

94.

Mr Coombs has agreed in principle with the wording of the new HOSZ-R-New2 Landscaping rule. I also
agree that the rule is necessary, however again I have reworded this from how it was provided in Mr
McAlley’s evidence. In my opinion, my recommend wording achieves the same intent and outcome, but
is clearer in its application and more consistent with the structure of provisions in the Hospital Zone
Chapter.

95.

On the basis of the above, I recommend that the Commissioners make a consequential change and add
a new HOSZ-R-New2 outlined in Attachment 3.

Building setbacks

96.

Building setbacks were originally addressed in topic k in paragraphs 217 – 219 of the s42A.

97.

NDHB’s original request was to delete the 27m setback from mean high water springs or the top of the
bank of any river that has a width exceeding 3m. I recommended that this submission point be rejected
on the basis that this rule provides important consideration for hazards and the protection of potential
public access / future esplanades adjacent to the Raumanga Stream along the southern boundary of
the Hospital Zone.

98.

Mr McAlley has addressed this in section 8.9 of his Statement of Primary Evidence dated 7 November
2019. He maintains the position outlined in NDHB’s original submission that the 27m setback should be
deleted. His reasons for the position are:
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a. The current Living 1 Environment provisions should be retained.
b. Flooding issues are addressed through other rules in the plan.
c. The adjacent stream is already developed with a shared walking and cycling path.

99.

My position as outlined in the s42A report is unchanged for the following reasons:
a. Irrespective of the previous wording for the Living 1 Environment, the notified wording is
consistent with how setbacks are applied across the various zones in the proposed Urban
and Services chapters.
b. While there are provisions (more specifically Rule 56.2.3) that relate to flooding, these only
allow for the consideration of two matters, and not the full discretion that any noncompliance with proposed HOSZ-R11-1.c would provide.
c. While there is a walkway and cycling path provided along Raumanga Stream, it is not
currently within an esplanade reserve. Should NDHB elect to subdivide the adjacent land in
the future, it will trigger the requirement of an esplanade reserve. In my opinion the 27m
setback is an important land use control, as allowing buildings or major setbacks within this
setback could jeopardise WDC’s ability to obtain a 20m wide esplanade during future
subdivision.

100. On the basis of the above, I maintain my recommendation that the Commissioners reject this submission
point.
101. In paragraph 7.2 of his Further Supplementary Evidence, Mr McAlley has suggested an additional
setback control relating to the West End Avenue / Hospital Zone Boundary. Mr McAlley highlights that
the amendment is designed to work in tandem with the further changes to the building height and height
in relation to boundary rules outlined previously. In his view, the amendment will ensure that there is
modulation and steps to the building façade along the common boundary with neighbouring properties.
102. Mr Coombs has provided comment on the provisions in his statement dated 28 January 2020. In
principle he agrees with the inclusion of this provision.

103. In my view, the rule as currently outlined by Mr McAlley is confusing and difficult to interpret. There is a
technical basis for the rule, however in my view the rule needs to be reworded to be clearer in its
interpretation and application for plan users. I have recommended the redrafting of this rule in a manner
that, in my opinion, is clearer in its application and more consistent with the structure of provisions in the
Hospital Zone Chapter.
104. On the basis of the above, I recommend that HOSZ-R11 is amended as outlined in Attachment 3.
Activity Status
105. In paragraphs 9.1 and 9.2 of his Further Supplementary Evidence, Mr McAlley has requested a restricted
discretionary activity status be applied for rules HOSZ-R9 Building and Major Structure Height, HOSZR10 Building and Major Structure Height in Relation to Boundary and HOSZ-R11 Building and Major
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Structure Setbacks where compliance cannot be achieved with the permitted activity criteria. The
notified activity status for these rules where compliance cannot be achieved was discretionary.

106. A number of submissions were received against the wider Urban and Services Plan Changes seeking
to change the proposed activity status of bulk and location rules, primarily from discretionary activities
to restricted discretionary activities. Generally, each reporting planner dealt with specific submissions of
this nature within their s42a. However, these submissions did not apply to every specific zone. In this
regard, no submission was originally made by NDHB or any other party seeking to specifically change
the activity status of these rules within the Hospital Chapter.

107. Nonetheless, in Topic Q paragraph 236 of the Part 1 s42A, Ms McGrath recommended a consequential
amendment to change the activity status from discretionary to restricted discretionary where compliance
is not achieved with the following rules within the Hospital Chapter:
•

HOSZ-R10 Building and Major Structure Height in Relation to Boundary – matters of discretion
are recommended to include:

•

o

The outlook and privacy of adjoining and adjacent properties.

o

Effects of shading and visual dominance on adjoining and adjacent properties.

HOSZ-R11 Building and Major Structure Setbacks – matters of discretion are recommended to
include:

•

o

The outlook and privacy of adjoining and adjacent properties.

o

Effects of shading and visual dominance on adjoining properties.

o

Effects on the streetscape character of the area.

o

Effects on the safety and efficiency of the transport network.

HOSZ-R12 Building Major Structure Coverage – matters of discretion are recommended to
include:
o

The scale and bulk of buildings and major structures in relation to the site and the
existing built density of the locality.

o

The outlook and privacy of adjoining and adjacent properties.

o

Visual dominance of buildings and major structures.

108. I agree with Ms McGrath that the above changes are logical and consistent with the wider change that
has been generally recommended to the activity status for a number of bulk and location rules across
the Urban and Services Plan Changes. More specifically, I consider that the change to a restricted
discretionary activity status for these rules in the Hospital Zone is appropriate as the activity would
generally achieve the intent of the relevant zone subject to managing a defined range of effects within
the site or on neighbouring properties within the surrounding environment.
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109. This is consistent with two of the requests for restricted discretionary activity status from Mr McAlley,
but a discretionary activity status for HOSZ-R9 Building and Major Structure Height was retained in the
recommended s42A provisions. I consider that a discretionary activity status is appropriate where
compliance is not achieved for this rule, as the potential effects of an infringement of the height rule at
the Hospital are wide ranging and cannot, in my opinion, be narrowed to a defined range of discretion.
Flooding
110. Flooding was addressed in topic q in paragraphs 239 – 241 of the s42A.
111. Mr McAlley addressed flooding at paragraph 8.15 of his statement of primary evidence. This is supported
by a flooding assessment by Cook Costello. In summary, NDHB continue to seek a bespoke flooding
rule to be included in the Hospital Zone Chapter.

112. In the s42A report response to this request I raised two issues, one relating to scope and the second
relating to a lack of technical assessment.
113. With regard to scope, Ms Shaw has provided legal submissions on this specific submission point in
paragraph 22 – 25 of her legal submissions dated 21 November 2019. I rely on Ms Shaw’s legal opinion
and therefore consider that this request is not within scope.

114. Should the Commissioner’s consider that there is scope to request this change, I have undertaken a
review of the Cook Costello report to understand the nature of the request. While the assessment
appears to be detailed, it is not within my area of expertise to confirm whether the assessment is
acceptable and justifies the inclusion of the rule as worded. In my opinion, WDC would need to engage,
either internally or externally, a suitably qualified and experienced engineer to peer review this report to
confirm its findings. Given the scope issue confirmed by Ms Shaw, I understand that WDC are unwilling
to commission this review. This is a reasonable position in my opinion.

115. On this basis I maintain my recommendation that the Commissioners reject this submission point.
Noise
116. Noise was addressed in topic t in paragraphs 254 - 259 of the s42A.
117. Mr McAlley addressed noise at paragraph 8.18 of his statement of primary evidence. This is supported
by the statement of evidence from Mr Styles.
118. In summary, NDHB sought two key changes with regard to Noise:
a. Amendment to NAV.6.1 to amend the permitted activity noise limits. NDHB sought in their
submission amendments to noise controls with respect to noise emitted from the Hospital
Zone (SPH) and received in the Living Zones. Mr Styles in his acoustic evidence has
recommended amendments to NAV.6.1 to require noise received within the SPH from the
Living Zones to be the same limit for noise received within the Living Zones. Mr McAlley
confirmed this request in his evidence.
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b. Amendment to NAV.6.7 so that emergency and ancillary helicopter movements within the
Hospital Zone are exempt from the provisions of NAV.6.7. The wording of the request was
narrowed to be “Emergency Services helicopter movements.”
119. Paragraph 49 – 51 of Ms Shaw’s legal submissions dated 21 November 2019 addressed the scope of
the “flipped” request for noise limits outlined in a above. Ms Shaw submitted that the request was not in
scope. I rely on Ms Shaw’s legal opinion with regard to scope. In the hearing on 5 December 2019, Mr
McAlley confirmed that NDHB were no longer pursuing this request.
120. With regard to b above, I agree with the reasoning outlined in paragraph 8.18 (h) - (l) of Mr McAlley’s
primary evidence. In my opinion, the use of the defined term “Emergency Services” clarifies the
application of the provision more clearly and is supported by the evidence of Mr Styles in section 7 of
his primary evidence.
121. On this basis I recommend that the Commissioners now accept the relevant submission point and make
consequential amendments to NAV.6.7 as outlined in Attachment 1 of Part 1 of the ROR.
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Submitter

NDHB
206.1

NDHB
206.2

Summary of Submitter
Information/Evidence

Right of Reply for Part 7 – HOSPITAL
Reporting Officer Recommendation

Recommendation

b. Overview (Author: David Badham)
• Paragraph 8.2 of Mr McAlley’s primary Given my recommended changes to the definitions relating to “Hospital” and
Accept
“Hospital Related Activities” I agree with the addition of “and private” as outlined
statement of evidence – largely
supports the changes detailed in the
by Mr McAlley.
s42A report but still seeks “and
I recommend the amendment of HOSZ Issues section as detailed in
private”
Attachment 3.
c. Objectives (Author: David Badham)
• Paragraph 8.3 of Mr McAlley’s primary Given my recommended changes to the definitions relating to “Hospital” and
Accept in part.
statement of evidence – seeks “health “Hospital Related Activities”, I agree in principle that there should be reference
care related activities” and “ancillary in this objective to the other activities associated with the Hospital. Mr McAlley
has recommended the terms “health care related activities” and “ancillary
activities”.
activities”. In my view, it would be more appropriate to include the term “hospital
related activities.” As noted, this already has a recommended definition and, in
my view, should be used for consistency to assist plan interpretation.

NDHB
206.2

• Paragraph 8.3 of Mr McAlley’s primary
statement of evidence – seeks new
clause HOSZ-O1.3

NDHB
206.3

• Paragraph 8.3 of Mr McAlley’s primary
statement off evidence – continues to
seek HOSZ-O2 to include reference to
regionally significant infrastructure

I recommend the amendment of HOSZ-O1.2 as detailed in Attachment 3.
My position is unchanged from the s42A report. I do not support the addition of
a new clause to this objective. In my view the change to clause HOSZ-O1.2
recommended above acknowledges the provision of “hospital related activities”
within the parameters of a recommended defined term. The wording suggested
by Mr McAlley is confusing and unnecessary given that the intent of the
objective is to enable and provide for hospital activities and hospital related
activities.
I still consider that the addition sought is superfluous and disagree with the
reasons given by Mr McAlley to support this change. All of the objectives would
need to be considered holistically in any resource consent application, so it is
unnecessary to repeat similar wording relating to “regionally significant
infrastructure” in this objective given the existing reference in HOSZ-O3.

Reject

Accept in part

I do however consider that a consequential change is required to the objective
to refer to “hospital related activities” given my earlier recommendation to define
this term.
I recommend the amendment of HOSZ-O2 as detailed in Attachment 3.
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Submitter
NDHB
206.5

NDHB
206.6

NDHB
206.7

Right of Reply for Part 7 – HOSPITAL
Summary of Submitter
Reporting Officer Recommendation
Information/Evidence
• Paragraph 8.3 of Mr McAlley’s primary My position and the reasons for it as outlined in paragraph 182 of the s42A
statement of evidence continues to seek report is unchanged.
the deletion of HOSZ-O4 in its entirety.
d. Policies (Author: David Badham)
• Paragraph 8.4(a)-(b) of Mr McAlley’s Given my recommended changes to the definitions relating to “Hospital” and
primary statement of evidence seeks “Hospital Related Activities”, I agree in principle that there should be reference
changes to HOSZ-P1 to refer to in this policy to the other activities associated with the Hospital. Mr McAlley has
“health-related services”.
recommended the terms “health care related activities”. In my view, it would be
more appropriate to include the term “hospital related activities.” As noted, this
already has a recommended definition and, in my view, should be used for
consistency to assist plan interpretation.
•

Paragraph 8.4(c)-(d) of Mr McAlley’s
evidence seeks the deletion of “unless
they are medical research facilities”
from HOSZ-P3

I recommend the amendment of HOSZ-P1 as detailed in Attachment 3.
My position and the reasons for it is outlined in paragraphs 189-190 of the s42A
are unchanged. I add to this that WDC have also recommended the addition of
a definition for “General Industry” as follows:

Recommendation
Reject

Accept in part

Accept in part

“General Industry
means any industrial activity which is not manufacturing and storage,
repair and maintenance services, artisan industrial activities, marine
industry, waste management facilities, or a landfill. It includes any
research laboratories used for scientific, industrial or medical research, or
any training facilities for an industrial activity. This definition is included
within the Industrial Activities definition grouping.” [my emphasis added]
As “general industry” falls within the “industrial activities” definition grouping, it
would be captured by HOSZ-R24 and would therefore be prohibited which
would not be an appropriate outcome in my opinion. Therefore, if the definitions
are to be amended as recommended by WDC, it is important in my opinion that
the policy accurately reflects that these activities are not inadvertently
prohibited. If further changes are made to these definitions, I recommend that
further consideration is given to the drafting of HOSZ-P3 and HOSZ-R24.
I do however acknowledge that the use of the term “medical research facility” is
inconsistent with “research laboratories” as outlined in the recommended
definition for “general industry.” I therefore recommend a consequential
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Summary of Submitter
Information/Evidence

Right of Reply for Part 7 – HOSPITAL
Reporting Officer Recommendation

Recommendation

amendment to the policy HOSZ-P3 and HOSZ-R24 to refer to “research
facilities used for scientific or medical research” to ensure consistency.
NDHB
206.8

•

Paragraph 8.4(e)-(l) of Mr McAlley’s
evidence seeks changes to HOSZ-P5
regarding the establishment of larger
buildings

NDHB
206.9

•

Paragraph 8.4(m) of Mr McAlley’s
evidence seeks the deletion of HOSZP6.

NDHB
206.13

•

NDHB
206.18

•

I recommend the amendment of HOSZ-P3 as detailed in Attachment 3.
My position and the reasons for it as outlined in paragraph 191 of the s42A
report are unchanged. While I acknowledged that NDHB have advanced plans
for the redevelopment of the hospital site which show larger buildings, this has
not been confirmed and no application for the development has been formally
made. Therefore, there is still the possibility that buildings and structures will not
be of a larger height and bulk when compared to the surrounding environment
and it seems inappropriate in my view to say that these buildings “will” occur
when the use of the term “may” does not exclude them occurring in the context
of the policy.
My position and the reasons for it as outlined in paragraph 192 of the s42A
report are unchanged.

h. HOSZ-R3 to R8 Various Activity Rules (Author: David Badham)
Paragraph 8.6(b) of Mr McAlley’s I agree with the addition of “contractors” for the reasons outlined in Mr McAlley’s
evidence seeks the inclusion of evidence.
“contractors” to HOSZ-R3.
I recommend the amendment of HOSZ-R3 as detailed in Attachment 3
m. HOSZ-R13 Impervious Areas (Author: David Badham)
Paragraph 8.11 of Mr McAlley’s Mr McAlley has further clarified that the intention of NDHB’s submission point is
evidence seeks the inclusion of a new to quantify existing use rights for impervious areas within the Hospital Zone and
clause to the impervious surfaces rule to seek that the provisions of the Three Waters Management Chapter do not
apply. In particular Mr McAlley identifies the primary concern as the application
SPH-R13.
of TWM-R2 and TWM-R3.

Reject.

Reject.

Accept.

Accept in part

I note that TWM-R2 has been recommended for deletion by the reporting
planner, and as far as I am aware, no submitters have raised concerns with
that. Mr McAlley is correct that TWM-R3 only applies to subdivision.
For the same reasons as outlined in paragraph 224 of the s42A report, I do not
support the relief sought by the Hospital. However, having understood that the
primary concern is regarding existing use rights, I recommend the addition of a
note to HOSZ-R13 to highlight that these may apply for impervious surfaces
lawfully established prior to the Hospital Chapter becoming operative.
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NDHB
206.20

Summary of Submitter
Information/Evidence
•

Right of Reply for Part 7 – HOSPITAL
Reporting Officer Recommendation

Paragraph 8.13 of Mr McAlley’s
evidence seeks amendments to the
non-complying activity rules in HOSZR17 – R23 and prohibited activity rule
HOSZ-R24 to clarify the application of
other rules.

I recommend the amendment of HOSZ- R13 as detailed in Attachment 3
I do not support the requested change. HOSZ-R1 quite clearly states that an
activity is permitted where resource consent is not required under any rule or is
prohibited under any rule of the District Plan. In my opinion, the requested
wording is superfluous and inconsistent with the structure of the Urban and
Services Plan changes.

Recommendation

Reject
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Conclusions and Recommendations
122. After carefully considering the evidence received in relation to each topic, we recommend that PC143,
PC144 and PC145 be amended to the extent detailed in the table above and as illustrated in
Attachments 1 – 3.
123. The revised provisions [Attachments 1 – 3] have been detailed and compared above against viable
alternatives in terms of their costs, benefits, efficiency and effectiveness and risk in accordance with the
relevant clauses of s32AA. Overall, it is considered that the revised provisions represent the most
efficient and effective means of achieving the RMA and PC143, PC144 and PC145.
124. We have read and concur with any recommendations from other parts of this ROR that result in
amendments to PC143, PC144 and PC145 to the extent illustrated in Attachments 1 – 3.
Authors

Briar Belgrave
Associate
Barker & Associates

David Eric Badham
Associate & Whangarei Office Manager
Barker & Associates
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Attachment 1

Airport Zone (SPA AIRPZ)
Overview Issues
The Airport Zone (SPA AIRPZ) recognises the significance of the Whangarei Airport
(“Airport”) to the Whangarei District and Northland Region as regionally significant
infrastructure. The Airport is a significant physical resource, and contributes to the social and
economic wellbeing of the Whangarei District and the Northland Region, as well as to
elsewhere within New Zealand as part of a national network of airports.
The Airport is situated at Onerahi on an elevated area of land overlooking the Whangarei
Harbour. It is approximately 6km by road to the southeast of Whangarei’s City Centre and
covers an area of approximately 60ha. The Airport is comprised of aerodrome facilities as well
as a range of facilities to support its regional air transport function including : a main runway
and cross wind runway, taxiways and apron areas; a passenger terminal; navigation aids; and
maintenance and support buildings and facilities.
The Airport plays an important role in serving local business, government, industry and
tourism in Whangarei and the wider Northland Region. The Airport is located within
Whangarei’s uUrban aArea. Given its proximity to nearby residential land uses, there are
noise, air emissions, safety and traffic issues that may arise that need to be carefully
managed within the SPA Airport Zone and surrounding environments.
The sustainable management of the Airport requires acknowledging and allowing for the
continued operation of airport activities and any appropriate ancillary activities while
managing the potential adverse effects on surrounding land uses. To this end, the land
comprising the SPA Airport Zone is subject to a designation for Aerodrome purposes which
authorises a range of activities, such as aircraft movements, which are necessary to enable
the ongoing operation of the Airport. An Airspace designation also restricts the intrusion of
structures into the airport approach/take off paths.
It is intended that the SPA Airport Zone will provide for activities that are compatible with the
Airport in a manner that protects the Airport from adverse effects and reserve reverse
sensitivity. Designations take priority over zoning and that any conditions or restrictions on the
Aerodrome or Airspace designations will override the provisions in the SPA Airport Zone,
should a land use or subdivision conflict arise. It is also acknowledged that the Airport may
relocate in the future and it is expected that the management of land use an d subdivision in
the SPA Airport Zone will have regard to potential future uses.
Objectives
AIRPZ-O1 – Regionally Recognise and provide for the operational area of Whangarei
Significant Infrastructure Airport as regionally significant infrastructure and the contribution it
makes to the economic and social wellbeing of the District and
Region.
AIRPZ-O2 – Efficient
and Effective Operation

Provide for the efficient and effective ongoing operation,
maintenance, upgrade and development of Whangarei Airport.

AIRPZ-O3 – Adverse
Effects/Reverse
Sensitivity

Manage the adverse effects (including reverse sensitivity effects)
associated with Whangarei Airport which could compromise the
amenity, health, safety and well-being of the surrounding
community.

AIRPZ-O4 – Subdivision Avoid fragmentation of the SPA Airport Zone and potential reverse
sensitivity effects associated with subdivision.
Right of Reply Recommended AIRPZ Track Change Chapter
January 2020
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Policies
AIRPZ-P1 – Regional
Significance

To recognise the regional significance of the Airport by enabling a
wide range of existing and future airport operations and activities.

AIRPZ-P2 – Operation
and Expansion

To enable the continued operation of Whangarei Airport and
ancillary activities with provision for controlled growth in aircraft
movements.

AIRPZ-P3 – Amenity
and Character

To manage and minimise adverse effects to surrounding
residential areas’ amenity and character by ensuring that all new
activities and buildings in the SPA Airport Zone are:
1. Of a scale and character that is compatible with Residential
Zones.
2. Sited in a location sufficiently setback from site boundaries to
enable privacy, the retention of open space and access to
sunlight in Residential zZones.

AIRPZ-P4 – Subdivision To retain the airport land holding by avoiding fragmentation of
airport land through inappropriate subdivision.
Rules
AIRPZ-R1 Any Activity not oOtherwise lListed in tThisc Chapter
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
Where:
1. Resource consent is not required under any rule of the District Plan.
2. The activity is not prohibited under any rule of the District Plan.
AIRPZ-R2 Landing, dDeparture, mMovement, or sServicing of aAircraft aActivities
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
AIRPZ-R3 Access to aAircraft or aAirport fFacilities
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
Where:

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: D (Discretionary)

1. The activity requires direct or
reasonable access to aircraft or
airport facilities to transport goods
or to provide passenger services.
AIRPZ-R4 Community Activities
AIRPZ-R5 Industrial Activities
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AIRPZ-R6 Commercial Services
AIRPZ-R7 Food and Beverage Activity
AIRPZ-R8 General Retail
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: NC (Non-Complying)

Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. The activity is directly an ancillary
activity to airport operations.
AIRPZ-R-New1

Minor Buildings
Activity Status: Permitted
1.

AIRPZ-R9

Note: Minor buildings are exempt from rules AIRPZ-R9 – R12.

Building and Major Structure Height
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
Where:

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: D (Discretionary)

1. The maximum building height and
major structure height is:
a. 10.5m above ground level; or
b. 8m above ground level where
located on a site adjoining a
Residential or Open Space and
Recreation Zone.
AIRPZ-R10 Building and Major Structure Setbacks
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
Where:
1. The All buildings and major structures
is are set back at least:
a. 4.5m from any road boundaries.
b. 3m from the boundaries of the
SPA Airport Zone.

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: D (Restricted
Discretionary)
Matters of discretion:
1. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent
properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining
properties.
3. Effects on the streetscape
character of the area.
4. Effects on the safety and
efficiency of the transport
network.
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AIRPZ-R11 Building and Major Structure Height in Relation to Boundary
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
Where:
1. The All buildings and major structures
do not exceed a height is equal to 3m
above ground level plus the shortest
horizontal distance between that part
of the building or major structure and
any boundary adjoining any
Residential or Open Space and
Recreation Zone.

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: D (Restricted
Discretionary)
Matters of discretion:
1. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent
properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining and
adjacent properties.

AIRPZ-R12 Building and Major Structure Coverage
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
Where:

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: D (Restricted
Discretionary)

1. Any building or major structure results
in a the total cumulative building and Matters of discretion:
major structure coverage being no
1. The scale and bulk of buildings
more than 50% of the area of the total
and major structures in relation to
SPA Airport Zone.
the site and the existing built
density of the locality.
2. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent
properties.
3. Visual dominance of buildings
and major structures.

AIRPZ-R13 Impervious Areas
Activity Status: P (Permitted)
Where:

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: D (Discretionary)

1. Any impervious area does not
increase the cumulative total
impervious area to be more than 80%
of the total area of the SPA Airport
Zone.
AIRPZ-R14 Visitor Accommodation
AIRPZ-R15 Residential Activities
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AIRPZ-R16 Motor Vehicle Sales
AIRPZ-R17 Garden Centres
AIRPZ-R18 Trade Suppliers
AIRPZ-R19 Marine Retail
AIRPZ-R20 Drive Through Facilities
AIRPZ-R21 Grocery Store
AIRPZ-R22 Hire Premise
AIRPZ-R23 Entertainment Facilities
AIRPZ-R24 Service Stations
AIRPZ-R25 Funeral Home
AIRPZ-RNew2

General Commercial
Activity Status: Non-Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

AIRPZ-R26 Rural Production Activities
Activity Status: Prohibited
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.
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Overview Issues
The Port Zone (SPPOPORTZ) recognises the significance of the Whangarei Port (“the Port”)
and its importance to the Whangarei District and the Northland Region as regionally
significant infrastructure. The purpose of the SPPO Port Zone is:
•
•

To enable the ongoing and future development of the Port and any associated
operational areas and facilities; and
To provide for operations relating to the transportation of people and freight.

The SPPO Port Zone only applies to the Port located at Marsden Point. The SPPO Port Zone
covers two areas of land: –Port Operations Area A and Port Management Area B (see
Appendix 1). Port Operations Area A contains and is limited to the functions and operations of
the Port. Port Management Area B allows for the future expansion of the Port’s operations
and currently contains some industrial activity.
The Port is currently managed and operated by Northport. The Port is a deep -water
commercial port situated at the entrance to the Whangarei Harbour. It occupies a strategic
location as the country’s northernmost multi-purpose pPort and the closest to most of New
Zealand’s international markets.
The Port is a major large-scale facility that comprises a range of activities. It is an important
physical resource and contributes significant social and economic benefits to people and
communities of the Whangarei District and the Northland Region. The Port facilities also
create economic growth for the region by the provision of long -term infrastructure and
employment opportunities.
It is expected that there will be future expansion and development within the SPPO Port Zone
to respond to the future growth of the upper North Island. Flexibility to adapt and to develop
the area in order to support the Port and its future operations is important. The unique
operational needs and environmental effects associated with the Port necessitates a special
purpose zone which is tailored to address those needs and effects.
This chapter seeks to ensure that a balance is found whereby the continued operation of the
Port is enabled while ensuring that adverse effects on the environment are avoided, remedied
or mitigated to an appropriate level.
Objectives
PORTZ-O1 – Regionally
Significant Infrastructure

Recognise and provide for the importance of the Port as
regionally significant infrastructure and the contribution it
makes to the economic and social wellbeing of the District and
Region.

PORTZ-O2 – Current
Operation and Future
Development

Recognise the unique characteristics of the Port and provide
for:
1. The efficient and effective ongoing operation of Port
activities within the SPPO Port Zone without undue
constraints; and
2. The future development and expansion of Port operations
and activities within the SPPO Port Zone.
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PORTZ-O3 – Adverse
Effects

Manage the adverse effects of the Port and port activities on
the environment.

PORTZ-O4 – Public Access
to the Coastal Marine Area

Maintain, and where practicable enhance, public access, use
and enjoyment of to and along the cCoastal mMarine aArea,
provided it does not adversely affect the efficient and safe
operation of the Port.

PORTZ-O5 – Fragmentation Avoid fragmentation of the SPPO Port Zone and potential
reverse sensitivity effects associated with subdivision and land
use.
PORTZ-O6 – Cultural
Values

To recognise and provide for the relationship of Maori and their
culture and traditions with their cultural landscapes in the
future development and expansion of the Port.

Policies
PORTZ-P1 – Regional
Significance

To recognise the regional significance of the Port by providing
for a wide range of existing and future port operations and port
activities within the SPPO Port Zone.

PORTZ-P2 – Protection of
land for Port Activities

To avoid the establishment of non-port related or sensitive
activities within the SPPO Port Zone unless such activities:
1. Demonstrate a direct requirement to establish within
proximity to the Port; and
2. Do not compromise or constrain the safe and efficient
operation of current and future port activities.

PORTZ-P3 – Adverse
Effects

To manage adverse effects of the Port and associated port
activities, by:
1. Limiting the height of buildings and outdoor storage areas
to minimise adverse visual amenity effects while
recognising the operational requirements of the Port;
2. Minimising Controlling adverse effects of noise and light
spill while recognising the operational requirements of the
Port; and
3. Managing the effects of earthworks (other than earthworks
associated with flood control works) to ensure such works
do not divert flood flow onto neighbouring properties or
deplete flood plain storage capacity.

PORTZ-P4 – Public Access
to the Coastal Marine Area

To manage public accessways to and along the cCoastal
mMarine aArea by:
1. Recognising the need for public walking access to and
along the cCoastal mMarine aArea; and
2. Maintaining, enhancing and developing public accessways
to and along the cCoastal mMarine aArea.
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3. Only restricting public accessways to and along the
cCoastal mMarine aArea where it is necessary to:
a. Protect public health and safety; or
b. Ensure the efficient and effective operation of the Port
is not compromised.
PORTZ-P5 – Fragmentation

To retain large sites and land holdings by avoiding
fragmentation of the SPPO Port Zone through inappropriate
subdivision and land use.

PORTZ-P6 – Cultural
Values

Ensure activities within the SPPO Port Zone are undertaken in
a manner which recognises and provides for the cultural values
associated with cultural landscapes by:
1. Limiting the height of buildings and outdoor storage areas
to minimise adverse effects on cultural landscapes; and
2. Requiring an assessment of cultural values where these
may be adversely affected by future development within the
SPPO Port Zone.

Rules
PORTZ-R1 Any Activity nNot oOtherwise lListed in tThis cChapter
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Resource consent is not required under any rule of the District Plan.
2. The activity is not prohibited under any rule of the District Plan.
PORTZ-R2 Port Activities
PORTZ-R3 Ancillary Activities to Port Activities
PORTZ-R4 Helicopter Facilities – iIncluding hHelicopter tTake-oOff and aAssociated fFueling
and sService fFacilities
Activity Status: Permitted
PORTZ-R-New1

Minor Buildings
Activity Status: Permitted
1.

Note: Minor buildings are exempt from rules PORTZ-R5 – R7.
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PORTZ-R5

Building and Major Structure Height
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. The maximum building height
and major structure height
(excluding public utilities, light
towers, silos, aerials, cranes,
containers and tanks) is 20m
above ground level.
2. The maximum height for public
utilities, light towers, silos,
aerials and tanks (excluding
cranes and containers) is 60m
above ground level.
3. The maximum crane height is
85m above ground level.
4. The maximum height for
containers is 30m above ground
level.

Port
Operations
Area A

Port
Management
Area B

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with PORTZ-R5.3:
Restricted Discretionary

Matters of discretion:
1. Visual effects on Takahiwai marae
and kainga and other identified
cultural sites.
2. Location of the
buildings/structures.
3. Number of buildings/structures.
4. Arrangement of
buildings/structures.

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with PORTZ-R5.1, R5.2,
R5.4, R5.5, R5.6 and R5.7:
Discretionary

Where:
15. The maximum building height
and major structure height
(excluding public utilities, light
towers, silos, aerials and tanks)
is 20m above ground level.
26. The maximum height for public
utilities, light towers, silos,
aerials and tanks is 40m above
ground level.
37. The maximum height for
containers is 20m above ground
level.

PORTZ-R6 Building and Major Structure Setbacks
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with PORTZ-R6.1(a) – (c):
Restricted Discretionary

Where:
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1. Any All buildings and major
structures are is set back at least:
a. 10m from road boundaries.
b. 3m from any Heavy Industrial or
Light Industrial Zone boundary.
c. 15m from any Open Space and
Recreation or Residential Zone
boundary, except in the Port
Operations Area A.
d. 27m from Mean High Water
Springs or and the top of the
bank of any river that has a
width exceeding 3m (excluding
bridges, culverts and fences),
except in the Port Operations
Area A.

Matters of discretion:
1. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining properties.
3. Effects on the streetscape
character of the area.
4. Effects on the safety and efficiency
of the transport network.
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with PORTZ-R6.1(d):
Discretionary

PORTZ-R7 Building Height and Major Structure in Relation to Boundary
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:

Matters of discretion:
1. No part of a All buildings and major
structures do not exceeds a height
1. The outlook and privacy of
equal to 3m above ground level plus
adjoining and adjacent
the shortest horizontal distance
properties.
between that part of the building or
2. Effects of shading and visual
major structure and any Residential or
dominance on adjoining and
Open Space and Recreation Zone
adjacent properties.
boundary.
PORTZ-R8 Outdoor Areas of Storage or Stockpiles
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with PORTZ-R8.1: Restricted
Discretionary

Where:
1. Any The outdoor area of storage or
stockpile complies with rules
PORTZ-R6 – R7.
2. The maximum height of the outdoor
area of storage or stockpile is 20m
above ground level.

Matters of discretion:
1. Effects in relation to dust and
odour.
2. Visual amenity effects.
3. The matters of discretion in
PORTZ-R6 – R7.
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with PORTZ-R8.2:
Discretionary
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PORTZ-R9 Any nNew, or eExtension to an eExisting, pPublic aAccessway or wWalkway to
and aAlong the cCoastal mMarine aArea
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Location and design of the public accessway or walkway.
Degree of earthworks.
Effects on public safety.
Effects on port operations/activities.
Existing access to and along the Coastal Marine Area.

PORTZ-R10Sea-Farers Mission and Managers Accommodation
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:
1. Location.
2. Ground floor area.
3. Reverse sensitivity effects.
PORTZ-R11

Manufacturing and Storage Activities (eExcluding sStorage for pPort
aActivities)

PORTZ-R12

Storage Activities (Excluding Storage for Port Activities)

PORTZ-R13

Repair and Maintenance Services (Excluding for Port Activities)

PORTZ-R14

Marine Industry

PORTZ-R15

Artisan Industrial Activities

PORTZ-R16

General Industry
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Port
Management
Area B

Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Where:
1.

The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

Matters of discretion:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ability to relocate the activity and/or building.
Duration of the activity.
Nature of the activity.
Compatibility of activity with port operations and port activities.
Effects on port operations and activities and whether they will remain
viable in the long term.
6. Size and location of the activity and/or building.

Port
Operations
Area A

Activity Status: NC (Non-Complying)
Where:
12. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

PORTZ-R17Residential Activities
PORTZ-R18Community Activities
PORTZ-R19Commercial Activities
PORTZ-R20Waste Management Facilities (Excluding for Port Activities)
PORTZ-R21Landfill
PORTZ-R22Rural Production Activities
Activity Status: Non-Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.
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Appendix 1 – Port Operations Area A and Port Management
Area B Image
Figure 1: Port Operations Area A and Port Management Area B areas subject to the PORTZ
rules to 1 delineated by the red lines on the image below.
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Overview Issues
The Hospital Zone (SPHZ) recognises the significance of the facilities at the Whangarei
Hospital (“Hospital’’) site, and their importance to the Whangarei District and to the Northland
Region as regionally significant infrastructure. The purpose of the SPH Hospital Zone is to
provide for the ongoing operation of the Hospital, its future development and redevelopment,
including associated residential care facilities.
The Hospital is strategically located on approximately 203.5ha of land on the southern side of
State Highway 14 in the Maunu area of Whangarei City. It is bordered by Open Space and
Residential Zones and has potential for extensive further greenfield development.
The Hospital is the most significant medical facility within the Northland Region. It is expected
that t There will be further development of facilities within the SPH Hospital Zone to cater for
expanding populations within both Whangarei District and the wider Northland Region. A
wide range of health-related services is expected as the Hospital responds to meet the needs
of the expanding populations. New and expanded buildings and facilities are expected will be
established within the Hospital site to provide the necessary services for both inpatients and
outpatients and also for community and private health care services.
The environment within the SPH Hospital Zone is unique as the Hospital must operate
continuously and without interruption. Emergency services and helicopter services need to
access the Hospital at any time, resulting in higher levels of lighting and noise (particularly
during the night) than in other Urban Areas. The Hospital is a ‘significant destination’ for
patients, staff, visitors and the community. Traffic movements are currently at high volumes
and are expected to increase as the Hospital expands. This has the potential to impact on
the surrounding roading networks.
Some activities may be sensitive to the external effects of activities occurring within the SPH
Hospital Zone. Some activities proposed outside of the SPH Hospital Zone may not be
compatible with, or may present a risk of reverse sensitivity to, activities required to occur
within the SPH Hospital Zone. It is anticipated that such sensitive activities will be carefully
managed during their establishment, and that development within the SPH Hospital Zone will
have regard to the potential adverse effects which may arise beyond the site.
Objectives
HOSZ-O1 – Current
and Future
Development

Enable and provide for:

HOSZ-O2 – Managing
Adverse Effects

Manage adverse effects from the provision of hospital activities and
hospital related activities on the surrounding environment.

HOSZ-O3 – Regionally
Significant
Infrastructure

Recognise and provide for the importance of Whangarei Hospital as
regionally significant infrastructure and the contribution it makes to
the economic and social wellbeing of the District and Region.

1. The efficient and effective operation, expansion and future
development of the Hospital within the SPH Hospital Zone and;
2. A wide range of hospital activities and hospital related activities
to meet the current and future population and health needs of
the Whangarei District and the Northland Region as population
and health demands grow.
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HOSZ-O4 – Subdivision Avoid fragmentation of the SPH Hospital Zone associated with
inappropriate subdivision.

Policies
HOSZ-P1 – Regional
Significance

To recognise the regional significance of Whangarei Hospital by
providing for a wide range of existing and future hospital activities,
hospital related activities and ancillary activities within the SPH
Hospital Zone.

HOSZ-P2 – Protection
of Land for Hospital
Activities

To avoid the establishment of activities not related to hospital
activities within the SPH Hospital Zone unless such activities:

HOSZ-P3 – Industrial
Activities

To avoid the establishment of industrial activities within the SPH
Hospital Zone, unless they are research laboratories used for
scientific or medical research medical research facilities.

HOSZ-P4 – Adverse
Effects

To manage adverse effects on the surrounding environment by
controlling development at the interface between the SPH Hospital
Zone and adjoining zones.

1. Demonstrate a direct requirement to establish within the SPH
Hospital Zone; and
2. Do not compromise or limit the safe and efficient operation of
current and future hospital activities.

HOSZ-P5 – Buildings & To recognise that the efficient operational requirements of
and Structures
Whangarei Hospital may require buildings and structures that are
of a larger height and bulk when compared to the surrounding
environment.
HOSZ-P6 – Subdivision To avoid fragmentation associated with inappropriate subdivision
by:
1. Retaining large sites and landholdings within the SPH Hospital
Zone; and
2. Only enabling subdivision within the SPH Hospital Zone where
it is required to meet the operational requirements of the
Hospital.
Rules – Landuse
HOSZ-R1

Any aActivity not oOtherwise lListed in tThis cChapter.
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Resource consent is not required under any rule of the District Plan.
2. The activity is not prohibited under any rule of the District Plan.

HOSZ-R2

Hospital and Hospital Related Activities
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Activity Status: Permitted
HOSZ-R3

Visitor Accommodation
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: NC (Non-Complying)

Where:
1. The visitor accommodation is an
ancillary activity to the hospital for
the purposes of non-permanent
accommodation for hospital staff,
contractors, patients or family.
HOSZ-R4

Commercial Services

HOSZ-R5

Food and Beverage Activity

HOSZ-R6

Place of Assembly

HOSZ-R7

Emergency Services

HOSZ-R8

Educational Facilities
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Non-Complying

Where:
1. The activity is directly an ancillary
activity to the hospital.
HOSZ-R-New1

Minor Buildings
Activity Status: Permitted
1.

HOSZ-R9

Note: Minor buildings are exempt from rules HOSZ-R9 – R12.

Building and Major Structure Height
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. The maximum building height and
major structure height is:
a. 32m above ground level,
except that for up to 25% of
the Hospital Zone the
maximum height is 50m; and
b. 22.5m above ground level for
any building setback within
30m of the Hospital Zone /
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West End Avenue boundary;
and
c. 32m above ground level for
any building setback within
30m of the Hospital Zone /
Maunu Road boundary.
HOSZ-R10 Building and Major Structure Height in Relation to Boundary
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1. The All buildings and major
structures:
a. Do not exceed a height is equal
to 3m above ground level plus
the shortest horizontal distance
between that part of the building
or major structure and any site
boundary adjoining any
Residential or Open Space and
Recreation Zone boundary; or
b. Where the Hospital Zone
adjoins Maunu Road height in
relation to boundary shall be
measured from the centreline of
Maunu Road at a point 3m
above ground level at an angle
of 55° toward the Hospital Zone.

Matters of discretion:

1. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining and
adjacent properties.

HOSZ-R11 Building and Major Structure Setbacks
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with HOSZ-R11.1(a) – (c):
Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1. The All buildings and major
structures is are set back at least:
a. 4.5m from any road boundaries.
b. 20m from the West End
Avenue/Hospital Zone
boundary. A building or
buildings may be located within
the 20m setback, provided that
any part of a building or
buildings within 20m of the
boundary shall be no greater
than 30m in width and shall be
setback a minimum of 4.5m
from the West End
Avenue/Hospital Zone
boundary.

Matters of discretion:
1. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining properties.
3. Effects on the streetscape
character of the area.
4. Effects on the safety and efficiency
of the transport network.
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved with HOSZ-R11.1(d):
Discretionary
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c. 3.0m from any Residential and
Open Space and Recreation
Zones.
d. 27m from mMean hHigh
wWater sSprings or and the top
of the bank of any river that has
a width exceeding 3m,
(excluding bridges, culverts and
fences).
HOSZ-R12 Building and Major Structure Coverage
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary

Where:
1. Any building or major structure
results in the total cumulative
building and major structure
coverage being no more than 60%
of the area of the SPH Hospital
Zone.

HOSZ-RNew2

Matters of discretion:
1. The scale and bulk of buildings and
major structures in relation to the
site and the existing built density of
the locality.
2. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent properties.
3. Visual dominance of buildings and
major structures.

Landscaping
Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. All land within 4m of the West
End Avenue / Hospital Zone
boundary, excluding footpaths,
walkways and vehicle accesses
is planted in trees and grass prior
to the occupation of any new
buildings built within 20m of West
End Avenue; and
2. Any trees shall be planted at
minimum 10m spaces and shall
be capable of growing to a
minimum mature height of 10m.

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Restricted Discretionary
Matters of discretion:

1. The outlook and privacy of
adjoining and adjacent properties.
2. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining properties.
3. Effects on the streetscape
character of the area.
4. Effects on the safety and efficiency
of the transport network.
5. The extent of existing and proposed
landscaping.

HOSZ-R13 Impervious Areas
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: Discretionary

Where:
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1. Any impervious area does not
increase the cumulative total
impervious area to be more than
80% of the total area of the SPH
Hospital Zone.
Note: Existing use rights may apply to
impervious areas that have been
lawfully established in the Hospital
Zone prior to the operative date [insert
operative date] of the Hospital Zone
Chapter.

HOSZ-R14 Fences
Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: D (Restricted Discretionary)

Activity Status: Permitted
Where:
1. Any fence is less than 2m in height
Fencing within 10m of a road
boundary or boundary of a
Residential or Open Space and
Recreation Zone, is no higher than
2m above ground level.

Matters of discretion:

1. Effects of shading and visual
dominance on adjoining properties.
2. Urban design and passive
surveillance.
3. Effects on streetscape character
and amenity.
4. Health and safety effects.

HOSZ-R15 Car Parking
Activity Status: Permitted

Activity Status when compliance not
achieved: RD (Restricted Discretionary)

Where:
1. Any Car parking spaces is are not
within 50m of an adjoining zZone.
2. Any formed Car parking spaces is
are not within 2m of a road
boundary, excluding any on-street
car parking.
3. Formed car parking spaces located
within 4.5m of a road boundary or a
zone boundary shall be screened
from the adjoining road or zone by
a minimum 2m wide landscaping
strip with a maximum plant height
of 1.15m (excluding any tree
planting).
HOSZ-RNew3

Matters of discretion:
1. Traffic safety.
2. Amenity effects on adjoining
residential properties.

Controlled Activity Integrated Transport Assessments
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Hospital Zone (SPHHOSZ)
Activity Status: Controlled
Where:

1. Any new or modified vehicle entry or exit to West End Avenue is proposed.
2. Any new building activity, development or changes in Hospital staff
numbers results in the total Hospital staff numbers reaching or exceeding
2,930.
Matters of control:
1. Effects on the safe and efficient operation of the transport network
immediately adjacent to the Hospital Zone including vehicle access.
2. Methods to facilitate access to public and active transport modes.
3. Parking and travel demand management.
4. Recommendations and proposed mitigation measures of the Integrated
Transport Assessment and any further information provided through the
consent process.
5. Methods of ongoing monitoring and reporting of staff numbers.
Compliance Standard: HOSZ-R-New3.2 does not apply where consent has
previously been granted under HOSZ-R-New3.2.
Note: Any application shall comply with information requirement HOSZ -REQ1.
Note: Any application under this rule will require assessment against the
District Wide objectives and policies within the Transport Chapter.

HOSZ-RNew4

Restricted Discretionary Activity Integrated Transport Assessments
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Where:
1. Any new building activity, development or changes in Hospital staff
numbers results in the total Hospital staff numbers:
a. Reaching or exceeding 3,060; or
b. Thereafter, increasing by an increment of at least 100 above
3,060 (e.g. at 3,160, 3,260, 3,360, etc.).
Matters of discretion:
1. Effects on the safe and efficient operation of the transport network adjacent
to the Hospital Zone including vehicle access and operation of the State
Highway 14 / Hospital Road intersection.
2. Methods to facilitate access to public and active transport modes.
3. Parking and travel demand management.
4. Recommendations and proposed mitigation measures of the Integrated
Transport Assessment and any further information provided through the
consent process.
Right of Reply Recommended HOSZ Track Change Chapter
January 2020
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Hospital Zone (SPHHOSZ)
5. Methods of ongoing monitoring and reporting of staff numbers.
Compliance Standard: HOSZ-R-New4.1 does not apply where consent has
previously been granted under HOSZ-R-New4.1.
Note: Any application shall comply with information requirement HOSZ -REQ2.
Note: Any application under this rule will require assessment against the
District Wide objectives and policies within the Transport Chapter.
HOSZ-R16 Care Centres
Activity Status: Restricted Discretionary
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.
Matters of discretion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Traffic.
Parking.
Hours of operation.
Noise.

HOSZ-R17

Residential Activities

HOSZ-R18

Retail Activities (excluding Hospital Related Activities)

HOSZ-R19

Entertainment Facilities

HOSZ-R20

Service Stations

HOSZ-R21

Funeral Home

HOSZ-R22

Recreational Facilities

HOSZ-R23

Rural Production Activities

HOSZ-R-New5

General Commercial

HOSZ-R-New6

General Community
Activity Status: Non-Complying
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

HOSZ-R24 Industrial Activities (eExcluding Research Laboratories used for scientific or
medical researchmMedical rResearch fFacilities)

Right of Reply Recommended HOSZ Track Change Chapter
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Hospital Zone (SPHHOSZ)
Activity Status: Prohibited
Where:
1. The activity is a primary activity or ancillary activity.

HOSZ-REQ1

Information Requirement – Controlled Integrated Transport Assessments
1. Any application pursuant to HOSZ-R-New3 shall include an Integrated
Transport Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified professional which
shall include (but is not limited to):
a. A description of the site characteristics, existing development, total staff
numbers, existing traffic conditions and trip generation, proposed
activity and its intensity.
b. An assessment of the features of the existing transport network,
including the following where relevant to the proposal:
i. Existing access arrangements, on-site car parking and crossing
locations.
ii. Existing internal vehicle and pedestrian circulation.
iii. Existing walking and cycling networks.
iv. Existing public transport service routes and frequencies including
bus stops and lanes.
c. A description of the estimated number of trips which will be generated
by each transport modes (public transport, walking, cycling and private
vehicles, including heavy vehicles).
d. The accessibility to public transport and how the design of the
development will encourage public transport use by considering the
attractiveness, safety, distance and suitability of the walking routes to
the nearest bus stop.
e. The accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists and how the design of the
development will encourage walking and cycling to nearby destinations
such as reserves, other public spaces and commercial or community
facilities.
f. Evidence of consultation with the New Zealand Transport Agency and
commentary on response to that consultation.
g. An assessment of the peak hour performance (within any 24 hour
period) of the State Highway 14 / Hospital Road intersection.
h. A description of measures that will be put in place to mitigate against
the effects of the construction process where construction work is
required.

HOSZ-REQ2

Information Requirement – Restricted Discretionary Integrated Transport
Assessments

1. Any application pursuant to HOSZ-R-New4 shall include an Integrated
Transport Assessment prepared by a suitably qualified professional which
shall include (but is not limited to):
a. A description of the site characteristics, existing development, total staff
numbers, existing traffic conditions and trip generation, proposed
activity and its intensity.

Right of Reply Recommended HOSZ Track Change Chapter
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Hospital Zone (SPHHOSZ)
b. An assessment of the features of the existing transport network,
including the following where relevant to the proposal:
i. Existing access arrangements, on-site car parking and crossing
locations.
ii. Existing internal vehicle and pedestrian circulation.
iii. Existing walking and cycling networks.
iv. Existing public transport service routes and frequencies including
bus stops and lanes.
c. A description of the estimated number of trips which will be generated
by each transport modes (public transport, walking, cycling and private
vehicles, including heavy vehicles).
d. The accessibility to public transport and how the design of the
development will encourage public transport use by considering the
attractiveness, safety, distance and suitability of the walking routes to
the nearest bus stop.
e. The accessibility for pedestrians and cyclists and how the design of the
development will encourage walking and cycling to nearby destinations
such as reserves, other public spaces and commercial or community
facilities.
f. The effects on the transport network adjacent to the Hospital Zone of
average vehicles per day directly related to Hospital activities that
exceed 8520 vehicles per day.
g. The effects of peak traffic flows directly related to Hospital activities on
the operation of the State Highway 14 / Hospital Road intersection
when the adjacent length of State Highway 14 is experiencing peak
flows.
h. Evidence of consultation with the New Zealand Transport Agency and
commentary on response to that consultation.
i. A description of measures that will be put in place to mitigate against
the effects of the construction process where construction work is
required.
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WHANGAREI AIRPORT HISTORIC GROWTH AND PREDICTIONS.
Introduction
Whangarei Airport is located on the end of the Onerahi Peninsula. Approximately 60ha in
area it has a sealed runway of 1097 metres in length and a cross grass runway of 475
metres in length. The sealed runway is Whangarei’s main runway that Air NZ aircraft use.
The grass runway is primarily used by recreational aircraft. The recreational aircraft type is
both fixed wing and Gyro-copters. However, helicopters (both commercial and private
operations) also use the grass runway to approach and depart the airport along.
Whangarei Airport have been requested to provide information regarding historic growth and
future predictions for aircraft movements and passenger numbers. This has been requested
to respond to submissions relating to the Plan Change 134 – Airport to the Whangarei
District Plan.
This document has been drafted by Mike Chubb, Whangarei Airport Manager. I have been
working on the Whangarei Airport for 32 years becoming the airport manager 19 years ago
so have extensive understanding of the previous and projected future Airport operations.
Whangarei Airport Master Plan
The Whangarei Airport Master Plan that was compiled in June 1998 and later reviewed
August 1999 made some predictions as to what sort of growth the airport was likely to
undergo over the following 25 years. Predicting future airport growth and predictions is a
difficult task with many variables at play.
After careful consideration and consultation with Air NZ it was decided to plan for a high
growth scenario based on the types of aircraft being considered to replace the fleet operated
at the time by Air NZ. With smaller seat capacity aircraft, a relatively small increase in
passenger numbers would trigger extra flights.
Some Indicators
Looking back from 2019. Below are some dates and figures based on the Airport’s records
that give a snap shot of changes.
Aircraft Movements
2003

9,329.

2011

7,416. - Effect of Global Financial Crisis clearly evident. Both Air NZ and
recreational aircraft use took a hit.

2019

11,913. - In 2014 the 19-seat aircraft used by Air NZ were replaced with the
50 seat Q-300. That nearly halved Air New Zealand movements but overall
airport movements increased regardless.

2027

15,928 - Whangarei Airport believe this is a reasonable expectation.

Other indicators of growth.
Passenger Numbers on Air NZ
Prior to the phasing out of the Beech 1900 aircraft in mid-2014, passenger numbers were in
the 76,000 – 80,000 range.
2015

90,902

2017

97,212
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2019

108,122

Dedicated Rental Car spaces
Prior to 2016

12

2019

29

2021

Plans well advance to build room for 60. Expectation is about 45 will
be taken right away.

Note: the above is just cars on the line. This does not include those cars stored in
compounds nearby.
Recreational Flying. A snap shot of the Whangarei Flying Club
Year

2014

2019

2024

Monthly flying times

11

65

?

Membership

55

130

?

Gyrocopters based here

0

11

?

Active pilots

3

27

?

Area of Car parking required
2002

1864m2

2016

3364m2

2019

4950m2 (This includes rental and secure parking operator areas).

Other notes
Movements
Current Air NZ movements are around 2600 / year. Considering the loading on these flights
being well over 80% every month of 2019 and with the actual and forecasted growth of the
District, Whangarei Airport expect that Air NZ will need to add extra flights to their timetable.
(This has already happened recently with an extra flight on a Wednesday).
The bulk of the growth in movements is due to the resurrection of general aviation flying.
This includes noisy gyrocopters, microlights, and an increase in the movements of the
smaller Airlines like Sunair.
Whangarei Airport also have two solid proposals from commercial flight schools to build a
commercial flying school which will most definitely increase landings substantially. One of
these proposals is for quite a large training school.
Passenger numbers
Passenger numbers has increased each year by approximately 4%. This has been the trend
for a number of years and is expected to climb rapidly over the next three years in response
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to the demand of the Districts population growth, the new Hundertwasser tourist attraction,
new hotel (conferences) and of course the much talked about potential Auckland Port
relocation.
Aircraft Hangar Space
Growth in General Aviation use is clearly demonstrated in the demand for space to keep
aircraft in hangars. Whangarei Airport currently have 11 private aircraft owners looking for
hanger storage and two hangers being built in early 2020. This is an acceleration of a growth
trend over the last twenty years. A comparison of aerial photographs of the Airport in 2002
compared to one more recently from 2016 clearly demonstrates the number of new buildings
on the Airport (see Appendix 1). Currently all hanger space is full with some hangers having
up to twelve aircraft in them.
Landside Growth
The growth in the infrastructure and services on the land side of the Airport is a direct
reflection of the growth of the Airport overall. Rental car companies, carparking, café
services, and all other transport operators have had a consistent growth pattern for the last
five years. The Airport Terminal had a substantial renovation in 2016. This has doubled the
available space and the area is very full during each scheduled flight.
Aircraft
Unlike some other airports the general aviation activity plays a larger role at Whangarei than
the Airline movements. At Christchurch for example with its two very long runways the
general aviation contribution to the total noise output would be miniscule compared to the
military, and airline activity there. Such airports may be comfortable to reduce their ANB as
the technology reduces the noise from the large Air Transport Aircraft that are the dominate
aircraft type using that airport. The long runway and generally large airport area mean that
light aircraft are likely to be quite high by the time they fly over the airport boundary. To
compare Christchurch to Whangarei is not comparing apples with apples. It is also prudent
to point out Christchurch has very strong protection against residential development around
the airport.
There are a variety of types of aircraft using the Whangarei Airport. This include the
increasing number of nosier gyrocopters and microlights as well as the Airforce Hercules,
Rescue helicopters, Air Ambulance, and the Air NZ Q300. In late 2018 a new commercial
operator started flying twice a day between Whangarei and Auckland in a very noisy twin
engine, 10 seat, Britten Norman Islander. Whilst that trial didn’t work out there will be others
as the District grows.
Night Operations
In the past there have been freight/document flights at night.
There are also medical transfers by the Air Ambulance, shifting of emergency resources,
police use etc. There is provision for flights to be carried out under the provisions of Mercy
flight that allow curfew to be broken and indeed noise generated don’t have to be included in
the noise data, that generally is a provision allowed for more sporadic unexpected
circumstances. This is usually a flight that needs to breach Civil Aviation Authority or airport
rules out of urgent necessity. In this case post explanation is required to be filed explaining
the situation. A provision that isn’t used on more routine operations.
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Currently the 1st Air NZ flight departs Whangarei at 0640. Many of the passengers feel that’s
not early enough as they would like to get connections in Auckland at earlier times. Until
2014 the Beech 1900 had a 1st departure direct to Wellington at 0630. Currently at Kerikeri
they have a 1st departure at 0600. These are all technically night flights.
General Aviation operators also use the airport at night. Pilots must do night training and
Whangarei Airport routinely get aircraft form Auckland and further away coming here on
night navigation exercises.
It is also prudent to note that agricultural aircraft operators do tend to depart in the mornings
at 1st light. That is as early as 0530 in summer. Firefighting helicopters, search and rescue
and organ transplant flights have been night users in the past.
It is fair to say that it is unlikely that any passenger airline scheduled services will increase at
night prior to 0600 but between 0600 and 0700 there could be. Between 2200 and 0600
whilst not likely to be regular services as already outlined there will be times that it will be
required.
Conclusion
The Whangarei Airport is a key piece of physical infrastructure for the Whangarei District.
The Air Noise Boundary (including the Outer Control Boundary) provides important
protection for surrounding neighbours and future airport operations. The numbers within this
document demonstrate that flights and passenger numbers are increasing and are forecast
to increase further in the future. A number of other indicators also support the notion of
increasing aircraft movements and passenger numbers over the next ten years. On this
basis, Whangarei Airport does not support the submitters request to reduce the Outer
Control Boundary. This should be more specifically reviewed at a future date once the future
location of the Whangarei Airport is confirmed.

Mike Chubb
Whangarei Airport Manager

Dated: 14 January 2020
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Appendix 1 – Aerial Photographs comparing 2002 development to 2016 development

Figure 1 – 2002 Aerial Photograph of Whangarei Airport
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Figure 2 - 2016 Aerial Photograph of Whangarei Airport
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Technical Report on the Whangarei District Plan Review - Hospital Zone – Northern District
Health Board submission - Landscape
1.

The Northland District Health Board (NDHB) has submitted on the provisions of the
Hospital Zone in the Proposed Whangarei District Plan. The NDHB has requested an
increase in the height limit of 32 metres across the site, to allow for up to 25% of the site
to accommodate a height limit of 50 metres tall. The balance of the site would revert to
the 32 metre height limit.

2.

The submission requests changes to the Height in Relation to Boundary controls (HiRB).
The submission requests that the HiRB angle be adjust from 45° to 55° along the Maunu
Road boundary. The submission and supporting evidence also requests other minor
wording changes to provisions.

3.

In combination, the increase in the height limit to 50 metres and the relaxation in the
HiRB controls, have the potential to generate shading, dominance and visual effects on
the road corridor environments and on the residential zones on the opposite sides of
Maunu Road and West End Drive from the Hospital Zone.

4.

I have read the relevant parts of the submission of the NHDB and I have also read the
evidence of Simon Cocker1 prepared in support of the NDHB submission for the Plan
Review hearings in December 2019. I attended the Hospital Zone hearing on 6 December
2019 in Whangarei. I have also read the subsequent Statement of evidence of Simon
Cocker2 and the subsequent Supplementary Statement of evidence of Ian McAlley3
addressing issues raised at the hearing on 6 December 2019.

5.

Given the scale of the site and the existing buildings, the established character of the
hospital complex and campus and the setback and orientation of adjacent residential
neighbourhoods on the opposite sides of Maunu Road, Hospital Road and West End
Avenue, it is my opinion that a height limit of 50 metres, across a limited area of the
Hospital Zone (in this case, 25%) is appropriate to the receiving environment.

6.

The controls that will be relied upon to ensure that the additional height of the buildings
and the future expansion of the hospital complex itself, do not create dominance or

1

Statement of primary evidence of Simon John Cocker, dated 7 November 2019.

2

Statement of evidence of Simon John Cocker commenting on controls for built form and landscape mitigation
planting, dated 10 December 2019.

3

Further Supplementary Evidence of Ian Martin McAlley, dated 10 December 2019.
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overbearing on the surrounding street and residential environments are the setbacks and
the HiRB controls.
7.

The diagrams attached to Mr Cockers’ 10 December 2019 evidence illustrate a layout for
a potential development proposal for the hospital site, as well as indicative cross sections
which illustrate the relationship between the potential development proposal and the
corridors of Maunu Road and West End Avenue. The revised wording sought for the
provisions are attached to Mr McAlleys Supplementary evidence. The key change now
being sought is detailed at 5.10 of Mr McAlleys evidence and essentially results in a
relaxation of the HiRB angle from 45° to 55°.

8.

I consider that the proposed adjustment of the HiRB angle to 55° along the Maunu Road
boundary is appropriate for the following reasons:


Maunu Road is the north facing boundary of the Hospital site and as such,
additional building height and bulk close to this boundary will have limited effects
on solar access to residential properties, particularly when the sun is low at either
end of the day;



The residential properties and houses on the north side of Maunu Road are
generally oriented towards the north to take advantage of solar access4;



Maunu Road is a busy distributor road with commercial scale and character
developments on both sides of the road; and



The hospital buildings and campus currently address Maunu Road and have an
appreciable effect on the character of the road corridor adjacent to the hospital
site.

9.

I consider that the proposed building height provisions, setbacks and HiRB controls that
relate to the West End Avenue boundary are appropriate.

10.

I have read the revised provisions prepared by Mr Badham for the hospital zone,
particularly as they relate to building height, setbacks, HiRB and landscaping. I consider
that Mr Badhams’ proposed provisions (which includes some minor wording
amendments from the provisions proposed by Mr Cocker and Mr McAlley) are
appropriate.

11.

I hope that this analysis and my subsequent recommendations in relation to the
landscape and urban design considerations of the NDHB submission and the supporting
evidence, are helpful.

BRAD COOMBS
Isthmus - Principal
FNZILA (Registered)

4

As is normal.
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Part I – Appendix 11 - Daylight Angles

Appendix 11 - Daylight Angles
This Appendix indicates the method of calculating Daylight Angles. The Appendix is
referred to in rules for the relevant Environment relating to buildings and aerials.
H = Maximum height of building or aerial and/or aerial support structure at any
point.
Hd = Horizontal distance from boundary to point being measured.
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Technical Report on the Whangarei District Plan Review - Port Zone – Northport Ltd submission
- Landscape
1.

Northport Ltd has submitted on the provisions of the Port Zone in the Proposed
Whangarei District Plan. Northport Ltd has requested an increase in the height limit of 85
metres to 110 metres within Port Management Area A. The reason given for requesting
the increase in the permitted height limit within Port Management Area A is that cranes
within the Ports of Auckland Ltd (POAL) container port area have a working boom height
of just below 85 metres and an extended boom height of just below 110 metres.

2.

I have read the relevant sections of the pre-circulated evidence of Brett Hood in support
of the Northport Ltd submission. At paragraphs 16 to 19 of his pre-circulated evidence
Mr Hood very helpful describes the effective measured heights of the container cranes at
POAL in a working mode (82.3 metres) and when the boom is extended upwards (106
metres). Mr Hood also provides a photograph in Exhibit 3, which illustrates the two
heights measurements. The underlying assumption in the Northport Ltd submission and
in Mr Hoods evidence, is that if the container processing part of Northport Ltd operation
is extended into the future, then gantry cranes similar or the same as the POAL cranes
are likely to be incorporated.

3.

I attended the Port Zone Chapter hearings in Whangarei on 6 December 2019 and
listened to Mr Hoods’ presentation of his evidence in support of the Northport Ltd
submission. No specific landscape assessment has been presented in support of the
Northport Ltd request for an extension of the permitted height limit in the Port
Management Area A, however Mr Hoods’ explanation of the rationale for the request for
increased height is useful.

4.

I have also read the pre-circulated evidence of Juliane Chetham on behalf of the
Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board (PTB). Ms Chetham sets out the PTB’s concerns in
relation to the visual and cultural effects that extended permitted height limits could
have on Takahiwai Marae and kainga, as well as other culturally significant sites in the
area. Ms Chetham sets out the holistic nature of the cultural landscape of Whangārei
Terenga Paraoa in her evidence. Ms Chetham also attaches a map of culturally signficant
sites in the area and photomontages prepared for Northports’ ‘Vision for Growth’
proposal.

5.

My consideration of Ms Chethams evidence is limited to consideration of the potential
adverse visual effects on specific areas, including the Takahiwai marae and kainga and
other identified sites. A wider assessment of potential cultural effects is outside of my
area of expertise.
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6.

I have visited the Takahiwai marae and the surrounding area to understand the potential
visual effects of potential future port development, particularly on the visibility of
Manaia, Te Whara and the wider cultural landscape of Whangārei Terenga Paraoa.

7.

I have viewed the container cranes at the POAL from both sides of the Waitemata
Harbour as well as the container cranes, which are of similar design and scale, at the
Ports of Tauranga (PoT) site from a range of viewing locations. The PoT container port
includes 8 container cranes that are aligned, along the eastern edge of Sulphur Point. In
that location the viewing conditions, across the southern reaches of the Tauranga
Harbour, towards the cultural significant Mauao (Mt Maunganui), from a number of land
based locations, are similar to the viewing conditions and surrounding landscapes of
Northport. My observations from those locations are that the visual effects of these
types and scale of structures can have an adverse visual effect on the wider landscape
setting particularly when a number of structures are incorporated and are viewed as a
group, or in a line, as is typical.

8.

I am of the opinion that if container cranes of the type and scale as those that are at the
POAL and PoT sites are to be incorporated into the Northport site, then they could
potentially have adverse visual effects on the local and cultural landscape of Whangārei
Terenga Paraoa. For that reason, I consider that a consenting process for cranes and
structures of this scale to be appropriate in this location.

9.

It would be appropriate for the maximum permitted height limit within the Port
Management Area A to be set at 85 metres, with Restricted Discretionary Activity status
for buildings and structures from 85 metres tall to 110 metres tall. Matters of discretion
could be limited to the visual effects on Takahiwai marae and kainga and other identified
cultural sites, the location of the buildings/structures, the number of buildings/structures
and the arrangement of the buildings/structures.

10.

I hope that this analysis and my subsequent recommendations in relation to the
landscape considerations of the Northport Ltd submission and the supporting evidence,
are helpful.

BRAD COOMBS
Isthmus - Principal
FNZILA (Registered)
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